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GUIDE FOR AUTHORS

The Journal seeks to publish significant 

and useful articles dealing with the broad in-

terests of the field of Forensic Computer Sci-

ence, software systems and services related 

to Computer Crimes, Computer Forensics, 

Computer Law, Computer Vision, Criminolo-

gy, Cryptology, Digital Investigation, Artificial 

Neural Networks, Biometrics, Image Analysis, 

Image Processing, International Police Coop-

eration, Intrusion Prevention and Detection, 

Machine Learning, Network Security, Pattern 

Recognition, and Signal Processing. Matters 

of digital/cyber forensic interest in the social 

sciences or relating to law enforcement and 

jurisprudence may also be published. 

Our goal is to achieve an editorial balance 

among technique, theory, practice and com-

mentary, providing a forum for free discussion 

of Forensic Computer Science problems, solu-

tions, applications and opinions. Contributions 

are encouraged and may be in the form of ar-

ticles or letters to the editor. 

The Journal neither approves nor disap-

proves, nor does it guarantee the validity or 

accuracy of any data, claim, opinion, or con-

clusion presented in either editorial content, 

articles, letters to the editor or advertisements.

CONTENT

A paper may describe original work, discuss a 

new technique or application, or present a survey of 

recent work in a given field. Concepts and underlying 

principles should be emphasized, with enough back-

ground information to orient the reader who is not a 

specialist in the subject. Each paper should contain 

one key point, which the author should be able to 

state in one sentence. The desired focus should be 

on technology or science, rather than product details. 

It is important to describe the value of specific work 

within its broader framework. 

Replications of previously published research 

must contribute sufficient incremental knowledge to 

warrant publication. Authors should strive to be origi-

nal, insightful, and theoretically bold; demonstration 

of a significant “value-added” advance to the field’s 

understanding of an issue or topic is crucial to ac-

ceptance for publication. Multiple-study papers that 

feature diverse methodological approaches may be 

more likely to make such contributions.

We attach no priorities to subjects for study, nor 

do we attach greater significance to one methodolog-

ical style than another. For these reasons, we view all 

our papers as high-quality contributions to the litera-

ture and present them as equals to our readers.
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PRESENTATION

A paper is expected to have an abstract that 
contains 200 words or less, an introduction, a 
main body, a conclusion, cited references, and 
brief biographical sketches of the authors. A typi-
cal paper is less than 10,000 words and contains 
five or six figures. A paper should be easy to read 
and logically organized. Technical terms should 
be defined and jargon avoided. Acronyms and 
abbreviations should be spelled out and product 
names given in full when first used. Trademarks 
should be clearly identified. References should be 
numbered sequentially in the order of their ap-
pearance in the text.

SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Manuscripts should be submitted in an edit-
able format produced by any word processor (MS 
Word is preferred). PDF files should be submitted 
only if there is no alternative.

By submitting a manuscript, the author certi-
fies that it is not under simultaneous consider-
ation by any other publication; that neither the 
manuscript nor any portion of it is copyrighted; 
and that it has not been published elsewhere. Ex-
ceptions must be noted at the time of submission. 
Submissions are refereed (double-blind review).

PUBLICATION PROCESS

A submitted paper is initially reviewed to de-
termine whether the topic and treatment are ap-
propriate for readers of the Journal. It is then 
evaluated by three or more independent referees 
(double-blind review). The policy of double-blind 
review means that the reviewer and the author 
do not know the identity of each other. Review-
ers will not discuss any manuscript with anyone 
(other than the Editor) at any time. Should a re-
viewer have any doubt of his or her ability to be 
objective, the reviewer will request not to review 
a submission as soon as possible upon receipt. 

After review, comments and suggestions are for-

warded to the author, who may be asked to revise the 

paper. Finally, if accepted for publication, the paper 

is edited to meet Journal standards. Accepted manu-

scripts are subject to editorial changes made by the 

Editor. The author is solely responsible for all state-

ments made in his or her work, including changes 

made by the editor. Proofs are sent to the author for 

final inspection before publication. Submitted manu-

scripts are not returned to the author; however, re-

viewer comments will be furnished.

Reviewers may look for the following in a manu-

script:

Theory: Does the paper have a well-articulated 

theory that provides conceptual insight and guides 

hypotheses formulation? Equally important, does the 

study informs or improves our understanding of that 

theory? Are the concepts clearly defined?

Literature: Does the paper cite appropriate litera-

ture and provide proper credit to existing work on 

the topic? Has the author offered critical references? 

Does the paper contain an appropriate number of 

references (e.g., neither over – or under – referencing 

does not occur)?

Method: Do the sample, measures, methods, ob-

servations, procedures, and statistical analyses en-

sure internal and external validity? Are the statistical 

procedures used correctly and appropriately? Are the 

statistics’ major assumptions reasonable (i.e., no ma-

jor violations)?

Integration: Does the empirical study provide a 

good test of the theory and hypotheses? Is the meth-

od chosen (qualitative or quantitative) appropriate for 

the research question and theory?

Contribution: Does the paper make a new and 

meaningful contribution to the management litera-

ture in terms of all three: theory, empirical knowl-

edge, and management practice?

Citation in a review: Finally, has the author given 

proper reference or citation to the original source of 

all information given in their work or in others’ work 

that was cited?

For more information, please visit www.IJoFCS.org
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I. INTRODUCTION

A honeypot system collects malicious traffic 

and general information on malicious activities 

directed towards the network where it is lo-

cated [2]. It is a very useful tool as data source 

for intrusion detection systems [3] as well as a 

decoy for slowing down automated attacks [4]. 

Network administrators benefit from efficient al-

gorithms for identifying malicious activity using 

the data stored on the log file of a honeypot. 

These algorithms are particularly useful to gen-

erate statistics, as well as to support intelligent 

intrusion and prevention systems and to provide 

important information to network administra-

tors, so that they can take actions to protect the 

network based on the obtained statistics.

Despite being very useful and important in 

the network security context, representing a reli-

able and representative source of attacks iden-

Abstract - This paper presents the R-D Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and R-D Minimum 
Description Length (MDL) for automatically identification of malicious activities in honeypot 
networks based on state of the art model order selection schemes. Model order selection (MOS) 
schemes are frequently applied in several signal processing applications, such as RADAR, SONAR, 
communications, channel modeling, medical imaging, and parameters estimation of dominant 
multipath components from MIMO channel measurements. The proposal of this paper is a 
new application for these MOS schemes, which is the identification of the malicious activity in 
honeypots. The proposed blind automatic techniques are efficient and need neither previous 
training nor knowledge of attack signatures for detecting malicious activities. In order to achieve 
such results an innovative approach is considered which models network traffic data as signals and 
noise allowing the application of signal processing methods. The model order selection schemes 
are adapted to process network data, showing that the R-D Modified AIC and R-D MDL solve the 
limitations of other schemes because they can be applied to honeypot networks composed by 
several computers. The performance of the proposed solution is evaluated using the Probability 
of Detection (PoD).

Paper submitted on November 20th, 2012.
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tification and threats [5], there is a drawback 

in using honeypots. The problem is related to 

the amount of data generated by such systems. 

Huge volumes of data traffic and network activity 

logs can be generated, making the efficient and 

automated analysis of such data a real challenge. 

Identification and characterization of mali-

cious activities in honeypot traffic data repre-

sent important research topics and have been 

addressed by a variety of approaches and tech-

niques [7] [8] [9]. Classical methods typically em-

ploy data mining [8] [9] and regular file parsing 

[7] for detecting patterns which indicate the pres-

ence of specific attacks in the analyzed traffic 

and computing general statistical data on the col-

lected traffic. An essential characteristic of these 

methods is the fact that they depend on previous 

knowledge of the attacks that are intended to be 

identified, as well as on the collection of signifi-

cant quantities of logs to work properly.

Machine learning techniques have also been 

applied to honeypot data analysis and attack 

detection [10] yielding interesting results as 

these techniques are able to identify malicious 

activities. However, using this type of technique, 

a preparation period before use is needed, in 

which it is necessary to run several analysis cy-

cles during a so called learning period in order 

to train the system to recognize a given set of 

attacks. Only after this period, solutions using 

this method are able to work effectively. The 

computational complexity of this learning pro-

cess should be taken into account as a possible 

drawback. Furthermore, if the legitimate traffic 

patterns are altered by any legitimate reasons, 

machine learning based methods may yield a 

significant number of false positives, identify-

ing honest connections as malicious activities. 

These systems are also prone to failure in cases 

in which specific attacks that were not included 

in the learning process resembles honest pat-

terns. In such cases, these attacks are not de-

tected, leading to false negatives.

Methods based on principal component anal-

ysis (PCA) [11] [12] appeared as a promising al-

ternative to traditional techniques. PCA based 
methods identify the main groups of highly 
correlated indicators i.e. principal components 
which represent outstanding malicious activities 
in network traffic data collected at honeypots. 
These methods are based on the observation 
that attack traffic patterns are more correlated 
than regular network traffic. The advantage of 
this method is that it relies exclusively on statis-
tical analysis of the collected data. This feature 
frees the PCA based solutions from analysis of 
previous information on the attacks to be de-
tected, as well as there is no need for training 
to recognize attacks and separate them from le-
gitimate traffic. These characteristics make PCA 
based honeypot data analysis methods suitable 
for automatic attack detection and traffic analy-
sis. However, current PCA based methods [11] 
[12] still require human intervention, which be-
sides of being impractical for automatic analy-
sis, leads to errors such as false positives.

In order to solve this limitation, a new solu-
tion based on PCA and the state-of-the-art model 
order selection schemes [13] [14] was proposed 
in [1] [34] [35]. In [1] the proposed solution is 
based on the RADOI algorithm [21] in combina-
tion with prewhitening [36], having the limita-
tions that this technique does not works when 
there is only legitimate traffic. In [34] was pro-
posed the use of the Modified Exponential Fit-
ting Test (M-EFT) [23][14][13], which allows de-
tecting legitimate and malicious traffic. Also, as 
well as the case of RADOI, the M-EFT can detect 
the quantity of malicious traffic in the connec-
tions [34].

However, the solutions presented in [1] and 
[34] are only useful for the case in which there is 
only one computer as a honeypot, but it is also 
possible to use several computers that forms a 
honeypot network. For this scenario, it was pro-
posed in [35] the use of the global eigenvalues 
that, as in previous cases, for working in an au-
tomatic way it needs to be used in combination 
with a model-order selection technique. In this 
paper, we propose the use of the R-D Akaike In-
formation Criterion and R-D Minimum Descrip-
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tion length to implement automatic detection of 
malicious traffic for the case of a honeypot net-
work composed by several computers. The per-
formance of the proposed solution is evaluated 
in terms of Probability of Detection (PoD). 

The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows. Section II formally introduces the con-
cept of honeypots, discuss classical analysis 
methods and presents an analysis of related 
work on PCA based methods for honeypot data 
analysis. In Section III the notation used in this 
paper is defined. In Section IV, we describe the 
dataset preprocessing method through which 
we transform the data before Model Order Se-
lection (MOS). In Section V, we introduce classi-
cal MOS and also state-of-the-art schemes and 
propose our analysis method based on R-D AIC 
and R-D MDL. Section VI presents the proposal 
for improving the performance in parallel envi-
ronments, while Section VII presents the experi-
mental results validating the proposal. Section 
VIII concludes the paper presenting directions 
for future work.

II. Related Works

This section introduces the concept of hon-
eypot systems and discuss the several methods 
used for obtaining and analysing data in such 
systems. Special attention is given to methods 
based on principal component analysis, which 
are the focus of our results.

A honeypot is generally defined as an in-
formation system resource whose value lies in 
unauthorized or illicit use of that resource [2], 
although various definitions exist for specific 
cases and applications. Honeypot systems are 
designed to attract the attention of malicious us-
ers in order to be actively targeted and probed 
by potential attackers, differently from intrusion 
detection systems (IDS) or firewalls, which pro-
tect the network against adversaries. Generally, 
network honeypot systems contain certain vul-
nerabilities and services which are commonly 
targeted by automated attack methods and ma-

licious users, capturing data and logs regarding 
the attacks directed to them. Data collected at 
honeypot systems, such as traffic captures and 
operating system logs, is analyzed in order to 
gain information about attack techniques, gen-
eral threat tendencies and exploits. It is as-
sumed that traffic and activities directed at such 
systems are malicious, since they have no pro-
duction value nor run any legitimate service ac-
cessed by regular users. Because of this char-
acteristic (inherent to honeypot systems) the 
amount of data captured is significantly reduced 
in comparison to network IDSs which capture 
and analyze as much network traffic as possible.

Network honeypot systems are generally di-
vided into two categories depending on their 
level of interaction with potential attackers: Low 
and High interaction honeypots. Being the sim-
plest of network honeypots, the Low Interaction 
variant simply emulates specific operating sys-
tems TCP/IP protocol stacks and common net-
work services, aiming at deceiving malicious us-
ers and automated attack tools [16]. Moreover, 
this type of honeypot has limited interaction with 
other hosts in the network, reducing the risks 
of compromising network security as a whole if 
an attacker successfully bypasses the isolation 
mechanisms implemented in the emulated ser-
vices. High interaction honeypots are increasing-
ly complex, running real operating systems and 
full implementations of common services with 
which a malicious user may fully interact inside 
sandboxes and isolation mechanisms in gener-
al. This type of honeypot captures more details 
concerning the malicious activities performed by 
an attacker, enabling analysis systems to exactly 
determine the vulnerabilities which were exploit-
ed, the attack techniques utilized and the mali-
cious code executed.

Depending on the type of honeypot sys-
tem deployed and the specific network set up, 
honeypots prove effective for a series of appli-
cations. Since those systems concentrate and 
attract malicious traffic, they can be used as de-
coys for slowing down or completely rendering 
ineffective automated attacks, as network intru-
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sion detection systems and as a data source for 
identifying emergent threats and tendencies in 
the received malicious activity [3]. In the present 
work, we focus on identifying the principal mali-
cious activities performed against a low interac-
tion network honeypot system. Such a method 
for malicious activity identification may be ap-
plied in different scenarios, e.g. network intru-
sion detection.

A. Data Collection
Among other logs which may provide inter-

esting information about an attacker’s action, 
low interaction honeypots usually collect infor-
mation regarding the network connections origi-
nated and directed to them, outputting network 
flow logs. These log files represent the basic 
elements which describe a connection, namely: 
timestamp, protocol, connection status (starting 
or ending), source IP, source port, destination 
IP and destination port. The following line illus-
trates the traffic log format of a popular low in-
teraction honeypot system implementation [17]:

2008-06-04-00:00:03.7586 tcp(6) S 56.37.74.42 
4406 203.49.33.129 1080 [Windows XP SP1]

It is possible to extract diverse information 
from this type of log while reducing the size of 
the analysis dataset in comparison to raw pack-
et captures, which contain each packet sent or 
received by the monitored node. Furthermore, 
such information may be easily extracted from 
regular traffic capture files by aggregating pack-
ets which belong to the same connection, ob-
tained the afore mentioned network flows

B. Data Analysis Methods
Various methods for honeypot data analysis 

with different objectives have been developed 
in order to accompany the increasing size of 
current honeypot systems, which are being de-
ployed in progressively larger settings, compris-
ing several different nodes and entire honeynets 
(networks of decoy hosts) distributed among 
different sites [6]. Most of the proposed analy-
sis techniques are focused on processing traffic 
captures and malicious artefacts (e.g. exploit bi-

naries and files) collected at the honeypot hosts 
[7]. Packet capture files, from which it is possible 
to extract network flow information (represent-
ing network traffic received and originated at 
the honeypot), provide both statistical data on 
threats and the necessary data for identifying in-
trusion attempts and attacks [18].

Classical methods for analysis of honeypot 
network traffic capture files rely on traffic pattern 
identification through file parsing with standard 
Unix tools and custom made scripts [16]. Basi-
cally, these methods consist of direct analysis of 
plain-text data or transferring the collected data 
to databases, where relevant statistical informa-
tion is then extracted with custom queries. Such 
methods are commonly applied for obtaining ag-
gregate data regarding traffic, but may prove in-
efficient for large volumes of data. Recently, dis-
tributed methods based on cloud infrastructure 
have been proposed for traffic data aggregation 
and analysis [19], efficiently delivering the ag-
gregated traffic information needed as input for 
further analysis by other techniques.

In order to extract relevant information from 
sheer quantities of logs and collected data, data 
mining methods are applied to honeypot data 
analysis, specifically looking for abnormal activ-
ity and discovery of tendencies detection among 
regular traffic (i.e. noise). The clustering algo-
rithm DBSCAN is applied in [9] to group packets 
captured in a honeypot system, distinguishing 
malicious traffic from normal traffic. Multiple se-
ries data mining is used to analyze aggregated 
network flow data in [8] in order to identify ab-
normal traffic features and anomalies in large 
scale environments. However, both methods 
require previous collection of large volumes of 
data and do not efficiently extract relevant sta-
tistics regarding the attacks targeting the honey-
pot with adequate accuracy.

A network flow analysis method based on 
the MapReduce cloud computing framework 
and capable of handling large volumes of data 
was proposed in [19] as a scalable alternative to 
traditional traffic analysis techniques. Large im-
provements in flow statistics computation time 
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are achieved by this solution, since it distributes 
both processing loads and storage space. The 
proposed method is easily scalable, achieving 
the throughput needed to efficiently handle the 
sheer volumes of data collected in current net-
works (or honeypots), which present increasing-
ly high traffic loads. This method may be applied 
to honeypot data analysis, providing general sta-
tistical data on the attack trends and types of 
threats.

C. Methods based on Principal Component 
Analysis
Several honeypot data analysis methods have 

been proposed in current literature, among 
them are principal component analysis (PCA) 
based techniques [12], [11]. Such methods aim 
at characterizing the type and number of mali-
cious activities present in network traffic collect-
ed at honeypots through the statistical proper-
ties and distribution of the data. They are based 
on the fact that attack traffic patterns are more 
correlated than regular traffic, much like prin-
cipal components in signal measurements. The 
first step of PCA is the estimation of the number 
of principal components. For this task, model 
order selection (MOS) schemes can be applied 
to identify significant malicious activities (repre-
sented by principal components) in traffic cap-
tures. Automatic MOS techniques are crucial to 
identify the number of the afore mentioned prin-
cipal components in large network traffic data-
sets, this number being the model order of the 
dataset.

Basically, the model order of a dataset is es-
timated as the number of main uncorrelated 
components with energy significantly higher 
than the rest of components. In other words, the 
model order can be characterized by a power 
gap between the main components. In the con-
text of network traffic, the principal components 
are represented by outstanding network activi-
ties, such as highly correlated network connec-
tions which have, for example, the same destina-
tion port. In this case, the principal components 
represent the outstanding groups of malicious 

activities or attacks directed at the honeypot sys-
tem and the model order represents the num-
ber of such attacks. The efficacy and efficiency 
of PCA based methods depend on the adopted 
MOS schemes, since each scheme has different 
probabilities of detection for different kinds of 
data (depending on the kind of noise and statis-
tical distribution of the data itself) [14].

A method for characterizing malicious activi-
ties in honeypot traffic data through principal 
component analysis techniques was introduced 
in [11]. This method consists in mainly two 
steps, dataset preprocessing and visual inspec-
tion of the eigenvalues profile of the covariance 
matrix of the preprocessed honeypot traffic 
samples in order to obtain the number of prin-
cipal components (which indicate the outstand-
ing groups of malicious activities), i.e. the model 
order. First, raw traffic captures are parsed in 
order to obtain network flows consisting of the 
basic IP flow data, namely the five-tuple con-
taining the key fields: source address, destina-
tion address, source port, destination port, and 
protocol type. Packets received or sent during a 
given time slot (300 seconds in the presented 
experiments) which have the same key field val-
ues are grouped together in order to form these 
network flows. The preprocessing step includes 
further aggregation of network flow data, ob-
taining what the authors define as activity flows, 
which consist of combining the newly generated 
flows based upon the source IP address of the 
attacker with a maximum of sixty minutes inter-
arrival time between basic connection flows. In 
the principal component analysis step, the pre-
processed data is denoted by the p-dimensional 
vector  representing the network 
flow data for each time slot. First, the network 
flow data obtained after the preprocessing is 
transformed into zero mean and unitary vari-
ance with the following equation:

                    (1)

for , where  is the sample mean and 
 is the sample variance for . Then the sample 
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correlation matrix of  is obtained with the fol-
lowing expression:

  (2)

After obtaining the eigenvalues of the basic 
network flow dataset correlation matrix , the 
number of principal components is obtained via 
visual inspection of the screen plot of eigenval-
ues in descending order. The estimation of the 
model order by visual inspection is performed 
by following subjective criteria such as consider-
ing only the eigenvalues greater than one and 
visually identifying a large gap between two con-
secutive eigenvalues.

The same authors proposed another method 
based on the same PCA technique and the equa-
tions described above for detecting new attacks 
in low-interaction honeypot traffic [12]. In the 
proposed model new observations are projected 
onto the residuals space of the least significant 
components and their distances from the k-di-
mensional hyperspace defined by the PCA model 
are measured using the square prediction error 
(SPE) statistic. A higher value of SPE indicates that 
the new observation represents a new direction 
that has not been captured by the PCA model of 
attacks seen in the historical honeypot traffic. 
As in the previous model, the model order of the 
preprocessed dataset is estimated through dif-
ferent criteria, including visual inspection of the 
eigenvalues screen plot.

Even though those methods are compu-
tationally efficient, they are extremely error 
prone, since the model order selection schemes 
(through which the principal components are 
determined) are based on subjective parameters 
which require visual inspection and human in-
tervention. Apart from introducing uncertainties 
and errors, the requirement for human interven-
tion also makes it impossible to implement such 
methods as an independent automatic analysis 
system. Thus these PCA based analysis methods 
are impractical for large networks, where the vol-
ume of collected data is continuously growing. 
Moreover, the uncertainty introduced by subjec-
tive human assistance is unacceptable, since it 

may generate a significant number of false posi-

tive detections.

III. Notation

Throughout the paper scalars are denoted by 

italic letters ( ), vectors by lower-case 

bold-face letters (a, b) and matrices by bold-face 

capitals (A, B). Lower-order parts are consistent-

ly named: the (i, k)-element of the matrix A is 

denoted as kia , . We denote by the diagonal vec-

tor of a matrix A. The element-wise producto-

rial of vectors is denoted by Θ . Concatenation 

between two elements  and  is denote by .

We use the superscripts  and  for transposi-

tion and matrix inversion, respectively.

IV. Applying Model Order Selection to 
Honeypot Data Analysis

Our method for MOS based honeypot data 

analysis bascially consists in applying state of 

the art MOS schemes to identify principal com-

ponents of pre-processed aggregated network 

flow datasets. Each principal component repre-

sents a malicious activity and the number of such 

principal components (obtained through MOS) 

represents the number of malicious activities. In 

case this number is equal to zero, no malicious 

activity is present and in case it is greater than 

zero, there is malicious activity. Our objective in 

this paper is to automatically estimate the num-

ber of principal components (i.e. model order) of 

network flow datasets collected by honeypots. In 

this section, we introduce the method in details 

and the steps of data pre-processing necessary 

before model order selection is performed on 

the final dataset.

It has been observed that the traffic gener-

ated by outstanding malicious activities target-

ing honeypot systems has significantly higher 

volumes than regular traffic and it is also highly 

correlated, being distinguishable from random 
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traffic and background noise [11]. Due to these 
characteristics it is viable to apply model order 
selection schemes to identify the number of 
principal components which represent malicious 
activities in network traffic captured by honey-
pot systems. Assuming that all traffic directed 
to network honeypot systems is malicious (i.e. 
generated by attempts of intrusion or malicious 
activities), outstanding highly correlated traffic 
patterns indicate individual malicious activities. 
Hence, each principal component detected in a 
dataset containing information on the network 
traffic represents an individual malicious activ-
ity. Analysing such principal components is an 
efficient way to estimate the number of different 
hostile activities targeting the honeypot system 
and characterizing them.

In order to estimate the number of principal 
components (i.e. malicious activities) the appli-
cation of model order selection schemes arises 
naturally as an efficient method. After an appro-
priate preprocessing of the raw network traffic 
capture data, it is possible to estimate the model 
order of the dataset thus obtaining the number 
of malicious activities. The preprocessing is nec-
essary in order to aggregate similar connections 
and network flows generated by a given mali-
cious activity. It is observed that, after applying 
the preprocessing described in the previous sec-
tion, groups of network flows pertaining to the 
same activity (e.g. groups which represent con-
nections to and from the destination and source 
ports, respectively) have high correlated traffic 
profiles, yielding only one principal component. 
Thus, hostile activities which generate multiple 
connections are correctly detected as a single 
activity and not several different events.

Our method consists in applying RADOI with 
noise pre-whitening, a state-of-the-art automatic 
model order selection scheme based on the ei-
genvalues profile of the noise covariance matrix, 
to network flow datasets after preprocessing the 
data with the aggregation method described in 
the next sub-section. RADOI with noise pre-whit-
ening was determined to be the most efficient 
method for performing model order selection of 

this type of datasets through experiments with 
real honeypot data in which several classical and 
state-of-the-art MOS schemes were evaluated 
(refer to Section VII for the results).

Since it is generally assumed that all traffic 
received by network honeypot systems is mali-
cious, the model order obtained reflects the 
number of significant malicious activities pres-
ent in the collected traffic, which are character-
ized by highly correlated and outstanding traf-
fic. In our approach, the model order  obtained 
after applying the MOS scheme is considered 
as the number of malicious activities detected 
and the  highest dataset covariance matrix ei-
genvalues obtained represent the detected mali-
cious activities. Further analysis of these eigen-
values enables other algorithms or analysts to 
determine exactly which ports were targeted by 
the detected attacks [12].

A. Data Pre-Processing Model
Before performing model order selection on 

the collected dataset it is necessary to transform 
it in order to obtain aggregate network flow data 
which represents the total connections per port 
and transport layer protocol. The proposed pre-
processing method considers an input of net-
work flow data extracted directly from log files 
generated by specific honeypot implementations 
(e.g. honeyd [17]) or from previously parsed and 
aggregated raw packet capture data (such pars-
ing may be easily performed via existing meth-
ods [11]). It is possible to efficiently implement 
this preprocessing method based on a cloud in-
frastructure, providing scalability for large vol-
umes of data [19]. Network flow data is defined 
as lines which represent the basic IP connection 
tuple for each connection originated or received 
by the honeypot system, containing the follow-
ing fields: time stamp, transport layer protocol, 
connection status (starting or ending), source IP 
address, source port, destination IP address and 
destination port.

First, the original dataset is divided into  time 
slots according to the time stamp information of 
each network flow (  is chosen according to the 
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selected time slot size). Subsequently the total 
connections directed to each  destination ports 
targeted during each time slot are summed up. 
We consider that the total connections to a cer-
tain destination port  during a certain time slot 
 is represented as follows: 

   (3)

whereis  is the measured data in the 
port,   is the component related to the 
outstanding malicious activities  and is 
the noise component, mainly consisting of ran-
dom connections and broadcasts sent to port 
. Note that in case that no significant malicious 
activity is present, the traffic is mostly composed 
of port scans, broadcasts and other random 
non-malicious network activities, for instance. 
Therefore, the noise presentation fits well in (3).

In the matrix form, we can rewrite (3) as 

      (4)

where  is the total number of connec-
tions directed to  ports during  time slots. 
Particularly, if a certain port  has not been tar-
geted by outstanding malicious activities,  
line of  is fulled with zeros. On the other hand, 
if a certain  host is responsible for a mali-
cious activity resulting in connections to  ports, 
these ports have a malicious traffic  
highly correlated. Therefore, mathematically,  
is given by

   (5)

where 
 
is a zero padding matrix, such 

that the product  by  inserts zero lines in the 
ports without significant malicious activities. 
The total number of hosts with malicious traffic 
is represented by . In an extreme case, when 
each line of  has very high correlation, the rank 
of  is 1. Therefore, the rank of  is  which is 
also known in the literature as model order or 
the total number of principal components, rep-
resenting the total number of outstanding mali-
cious activities detected in the honeypot dataset.

In order to represent the correlated traffic of the 
malicious traffic, we assume the following model 

       (6)

where  represents totally uncorrelated 
traffic and  is the correlation matrix 
between the ports. Note that if the correlation 
is not extremely high, the model order  repre-
sents the sum of the number of uncorrelated 
malicious activities of all hosts which interacted 
with the honeypot environment. Therefore, the 
model order  is at least equal to the total num-
ber of malicious hosts.

 The correlation matrix of  defined in (4) is 
computed as 

   (7) 

where  is the expected value operator and 
  is valid for zero mean white 

noise, where  is the variance of the noise sam-
ples in (3). Note that we assume that the net-
work flows generated by outstanding malicious 
activities are uncorrelated with the rest of traffic.

V. Model Order Selection Schemes

Several model order selection schemes ex-
ist, each of them with different characteristics 
which may affect their efficacy when applied to 
network traffic data. In this section, we present 
an overview of model order selection schemes 
and propose the necessary modifications in or-
der to apply those schemes to malicious activity 
identification in honeypot data.

Usually, model order selection techniques 
are evaluated by comparing the Probability of 
Correct Detection or PoD (i.e. the probability of 
correctly detecting the number of principal com-
ponents of a given dataset) of each technique 
for the type of data that is being analysed, since 
the different statistical distributions, noise and 
characteristics of specific datasets may alter 
the functioning and accuracy of different MOS 
schemes [14]. In other words, it is necessary to 
evaluate different MOS schemes with different 
characteristics in order to determine which MOS 
scheme is better suited for detecting malicious 
activities in honeypot network flow data. In this 
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sense, we propose methods based on different 
schemes and evaluate them in the experiments 
presented in the next section.

In Subsection V-A, we show a brief review of 
the 1- Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) [20], 
[13] and 1- Minimum Description Length (MDL) 
[20], [13], which are classical MOS methods, serv-
ing as a standard for comparing and evaluating 
novel MOS techniques and applications. Since 
RADOI [21] is one of the most robust model order 
selection schemes mainly for scenarios with col-
ored noise, we propose the RADOI together with 
a noise prewhitening scheme in Subsection V-B.

Considering data preprocessed with the pro-
cedures described in the previous section, our 
method proceeds to performing model order se-
lection of the dataset obtained. Similarly to [11], 
we also apply the zero mean in the measured 
sample. Therefore,

               (8)

where the vector  has all temporal sam-
ples of network flows directed to the port  is the 
mean value, and  contains the zero mean tem-
poral samples. Such procedure is applied for each 
group of network flows directed to a single port in 
order to obtain . By applying (8), the assump-
tion that the samples have zero mean is fulfilled.

The techniques shown here are based on the 
eigenvalues profile of the noise covariance ma-
trix . Since the covariance matrix is not avail-
able, we can estimate it by using samples of the 
traffic. Therefore, we can approximate the cova-
riance matrix to the following expression 

                   (9)

where  is an estimate of . In contrast to [11], 
we do not apply the unitary variance reviewed in 
(1), since the variance, which is the power of the 
components, is an useful information for the ad-
opted model order selection schemes. 

The eigenvalue decomposition of  is given 
by

                                     (10)

where  is a diagonal matrix with the eigenval-
ues  with  and the matrix 

 has the eigenvectors. However, for our model 
order selection schemes, only the eigenvalues 
are necessary.

A. 1-D AIC and 1-D MDL
In AIC, MDL and Efficient Detection Criterion 

(EDC) [22], the information criterion is a func-
tion of the geometric mean,  , and arithmetic 
mean,  , of the  smallest eigenvalues of (10) 
respectively, and  is a candidate value for the 
model order .

In [23], we have shown modifications of AIC 
and MDL for the case that , which we have 
denoted by -D AIC and -D MDL. These techniques 
can be written in the following general form

,

where,

     
  (11)

where  represents an estimate of the model order 
. The penalty functions for 1-D AIC and 1-D MDL 

are given by 
 and respectively. According to 

[13] , while according to [23], we 
should use , and  .

VI. Improving Performance  
in Parallel Environments

The previous pre-processing and MOS analy-
sis methods are fit for small and medium sized 
environments with few honeypot systems collect-
ing data and consequently generating moderate 
quantities of network flow data for subsequent 
analysis. However, in current enterprise network 
environments, it is often necessary to set up 
many honeypot systems distributed across dif-
ferent network portions in order to capture all 
relevant activities. In such an environment, the 
quantities of data generated may increase expo-
nentially and overwhelm centralized data anal-
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ysis solutions. In order to construct a scalable 
honeypot data analysis system, a promising ap-
proach consists in applying parallel processing 
techniques that distribute data analysis across 
several computer nodes that concurrently per-
form the necessary computation, thus increas-
ing system velocity and capacity.

A trivial method to parallelize our techniques 
consists in aggregating the data collected by dif-
ferent honeypot systems at a central location and 
then distributing slices of data to individual com-
puter nodes, that then run our analysis algorithms 
(pre-processing and MOS schemes) on their as-
signed data. The results are then aggregated at a 
central node. An analogous alternative is simply 
using parallel algorithms to compute the pre-
processing and MOS scheme operations on the 
centralized data, distributing the computation 
(as opposed to data) to the computer nodes in a 
cluster. However, both of these direct approach-
es have a common shortcoming. In both cases, 
it is necessary to first transfer vast amounts of 
data to a central location in the network in or-
der to start the analysis and then redistributed 
this data to the cluster nodes, which adds a huge 
communication overhead to the overall solution 
while degrading performance. Formally, we con-
sider that the total quantity of data collected by  
honeypots in the network is given by:

      (12)

where  is the data matrix of the  node. In 
this approach, the  node transmits its  by 

 data matrix  to the central node. Therefore, 
a data overhead of  is foreseen. Note 
that usually . The central node then com-
putes the eigenvalues of the sample covariance 
matrix .

Fortunately, it is possible to build on charac-
teristics of our data model and the underlying 
MOS schemes to perform distributed analysis of 
the collected data without having to transfer it 
between different nodes. We propose instead an 
architecture where each node locally computes 
the eigenvalue decomposition of the sample co-
variance matrix corresponding to its locally col-

lected data. The nodes then transmit only the 
diagonal vector of the resulting eigenvalue ma-
trix to a central node, which aggregates the indi-
vidual eigenvalue and estimate the model order 
of the full datatset employing global eigenvalue 
techniques [26], [23], [27]. A similar approach 
for locally processing network data in collection 
nodes is also presented in [15], where the au-
thors adapt the MapReduce framework to enable 
nodes to perform local computation on their lo-
cal data and then aggregate the result, instead 
of transfering data to a central local that then 
redistributes it to the worker nodes. Apart from 
improving network performance, this technique 
also results in a larger gap between eigenvalues, 
increasing overall probability of detection, mak-
ing it more efficient in detecting attacks and less 
prone to false negatives.

This method is formalized as follows. We con-
sider a scenario where  nodes are continuously 
collecting traffic and generating  as de-
scribed in Section IV-A. After a certain number  
of collection time slots, the total data collected by 
the nodes consists in  data matrices   
for . In the end of the collection period 
of  time slots, each  node then computes 
the sample covariance matrix  for its locally 
collected data . Notice that, at this point, the 
trivial next step would be for each  node to 
simply send its sample covariance matrix  to 
a central node that would perform the remaining 
steps in estimating the model order.

     (13)

where  is the sample covariance matrix of  
. In this case, since the sample covariance ma-

trix is transmitted the data overhead is . 
Note that mathematically we obtain the same 
eigenvalues via (12) or via (13). Therefore, (13) 
should be preferentially used due to the reduced 
overhead. On the other hand, we avoid the ex-
cessive data transfers by requiring that each  
node computes the eigenvalue decomposition 
of , obtaining the eigenvalue matrix . Fi-
nally, each node transfers only the diagonal ei-
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genvalue vector , instead of the complete 
sample covariance matrix . The central node 
then aggregates each individual eigenvalue vec-
tor  into a global eigenvalues vector , 
 which is used to estimate model order through 
RADOI.  is obtained as follows:

               (14)
Notice that in this approach, each node is only 

required to transfer vectors of  real numbers 
representing the eigenvalues. If the full data ma-
trix or the local sample covariance matrix were 
transmitted, it would be necessary to transfer 

 or  real number values, respectively. 
This represents a factor  or  a factor decrease 
in the total size of transmitted data, in compari-
son to transmitting the full data matrix or the 
local sample covariance matrix, respectively. No-
tice that even if N increases, meaning that the 
resolution is increased with more samples being 
taken for each time period, the size of the trans-
mitted data is the same. In practice, it means 
that the local resolution of each sensor does not 
affect the total quantity of data that needs to be 
transmitted for the central node for analysis.

The corresponding R-dimensional versions 
are obtained by replacing the eigenvalues of  
by the global eigenvalues  defined in equation 
(14). Additionally, for computing the number of 
free parameters for the AIC and MDL methods 
and their R-D extensions, we assume to set the 
parameter number of sensors to the number of 
global eigenvalues and the parameter number of 
temporal samples [25].

VII. Simulations

In order to validate the R-D EFT approach for 
estimating the model order of the analysis data-
set parallel as described in Section VI, simulation 
experiments were performed. These experiments 
show that the threshold between eigenvalues in-
creases as expected, while the total data transfer 
dramatically decreases. In these experiments we 

compare the global eigenvalues profile obtained 

by the parallel method described in the previous 

section with the eigenvalue profiles obtained by 

three trivial approaches for distributed honeypot 

data model order estimation. We consider a sce-

nario with K = 10 nodes, model order d and traf-

fic to M = 10 ports collected over N_G = 40 10 

minute time slots. The signal and noise samples 

are i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian and the SNR is de-

fined as

   (15)

where  is the signal variance and  is the noise 

variance.

Figure 1. Probability of correct Detection (PoD) versus SNR 
for d = 3

Figure 1 depicts the Probability of correct De-

tection (PoD) versus the SNR for d = 3. By ap-

plying the Global Eigenvalues, a considerable 

improvement is achieved when we compare the 

performance of AIC and MDL to the performance 

of the R-D AIC and R-D MDL.

Figure 2. Probability of correct Detection (PoD) versus SNR 
for d = 4

In Figure 2, we consider d = 4, which means 

that there is a greater malicious traffic. 
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In Figs. 1 and 2, the M-EFT achieveso s a very 
high PoD close to the R-D AIC and R-D MDL. 
Therefore, M-EFT can be also optionaly used in-
stead of R-D AIC and R-D MDL. 

Note that in case that the R-D AIC and R-D 
MDL may not applicable for real applications 
of malicious traffic [34]. Therefore, the R-D EFT 
should be applied [26] in such scenarios.

VIII. ConclusionS
In this paper, we have shown that by applying 

the global eigenvalues instead of the eigenval-
ues, an improvement in the probability of cor-
rect detection (PoD) of model order selection 
schemes is obtained.

We have shown here that the R-D AIC and R-D 
MDL, which are parallelized versions of the AIC 
and MDL, works even for low SNR regimes. 

We also suggest to use the R-D EFT for all sce-
narios. In order to use the R-D EFT, low levels of 
Probability of False Alarm should be considered.
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Abstract - Computer forensics has the main objective to find digital evidences of crimes. One 
of the most researched digital crimes is the sexual abuse of children, including the production, 
sharing and possession of child pornographic files. Aiming to quickly detect files of child 
pornography at crime scenes, the NuDetective Forensic Tool was previously developed and it uses 
techniques like nudity detection in images and videos, among others. To automatically detect 
child pornography videos, a prior approach was developed, based on extraction and sampling 
a fixed number of frames of each video files, independently of the video duration. This work 
proposes a new adaptive sampling approach, considering the video duration, with the objective 
to increase the detection rate and/or reduce the runtime. Several experiments were performed 
and the results proved that this new approach is more appropriate to be used in the automatic 
detection of child pornographic videos at crime scenes, with detection rates around 87% and a 
reduction about 45% of the runtime over previous experiments. An experiment with a real forensic 
case was also performed and proved that the new approach can be used to quickly identify such 
illegal files at crime scenes.

Keywords - child pornography, nudity detection, video frame extraction, computer forensics, 
crime scene analysis.

I. Introduction

Nowadays, it is very easy to produce multi-
media files such as images and videos in high 
resolution. Cameras and camcorders are typical 
equipments that most people have access and 
can use. However, some people use such equip-
ments to produce illegal content, such as those 
related to child pornography, recording images 

and videos of child sexual abuse. With the ease of 
the Internet and the bandwidth increase [1], peo-
ple around the world can share and have access 
to these illegal files, mainly through peer-to-peer 
networks [2], World Wide Web (WWW), encrypted 
private networks, such as GigaTribe1, and attach-
ments of electronic and instant messages.

1 GigaTribe is a confidential file sharing software - available at http://
www.gigatribe.com
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The laws of many countries regulate that pos-
session of child pornographic files is a heinous 
crime [3]. Countries such as Australia, Canada, 
United States, United Kingdom, and Brazil [4], 
have legislation to criminalize people who save 
these files on any type of digital storage device. 
Consequently, forensic analysis is being increas-
ingly required to prove the existence of this type 
of content, including at crime scenes. Real fo-
rensic studies [5] and the experience of the au-
thors show that the main difficulty in this type of 
analysis is to identify the files containing child 
and teen pornography among often millions of 
files that can be stored in these digital devices. 

Moreover, the identification of these file types 
at crime scenes can bring great benefits such as 
immediate arrest of the pedophile and the cor-
rect selection of the material to be seized. To ac-
complish this identification at crime scenes, the 
forensic examiners have several challenges, for 
example, they do not have enough time to indi-
vidually analyze millions of files and also do not 
have a robust computational infrastructure, sin-
ce all the equipment used must be transported 
to the crime scene. To help the forensic exami-
ners to quickly identify child pornographic files 
at crime scenes, the NuDetective Forensic Tool 
[6] was developed. NuDetective can quickly find 
the suspicious files that must be analyzed by the 
forensic examiners. The Tool performs pixel and 
shape analysis to automatic detect human nudi-
ty images (Image Analysis), including high reso-
lution images [7], searches for file names that 
may contain typical expressions related to child 
and teen pornography (FileName Analysis), and 
also calculates the hash value of suspect files 
to compare to previously known hash list (Hash 
Analysis). Furthermore, in a previous work [8], 
the authors developed a strategy to also identi-
fy videos of child pornography (Video Analysis). 
The strategy was based on the extraction of vi-
deo frames, using the nudity detection algori-
thms already implemented by Image Analysis fe-
ature. Through several experiments, the authors 
defined a Cutoff Point, which indicates whether 
or not the video will be classified as suspicious 

by NuDetective. The Tool detection rates are 

around 95% in images and 85% in videos, and 

many law enforcement agencies have been using 

the Tool at crime scenes.

Video files have important features that make 

quick automatic detection a hard task. Files are 

usually large and have different formats and en-

codings. Besides that, child pornographic videos 

are restricted material to be handled and may 

have low resolution. In the literature, several 

other strategies have been found to detect por-

nography in videos, such as keyframe analysis, 

motion detection, sliding window periodicity, the 

bag-of-visual-words, the bag-of-visual-features, 

periodicity detection, and motion histograms [9, 

10]. However, none of them were specifically de-

veloped to detect child pornography, which have 

different characteristics compared to adult por-

nography. In general, these strategies are com-

plex, perform many processing, and require a 

lot of time to be performed.

The video detection strategy implemented in 

NuDetective samples a fixed number of video 

frames, regardless of the video duration. Despi-

te the great results achieved with that approach 

[8], the authors felt that using a fixed number 

of frames for all the videos may not be the best 

approach and may delay the detection process, 

especially in shorter videos. 

In this scenario, the authors have studied 

ways to improve the Video Analysis feature 

provided by NuDetective, creating a new adap-

tive approach to automatically detect videos of 

child pornography. The new approach needs to 

maintain the previous requirements, as be quick 

enough to be performed at crime scenes toge-

ther with good detection rates. However, it must 

use different frame sample sizes for different vi-

deo durations, trying to attain better detection 

rates and/or runtimes. To achieve the objecti-

ve, the authors performed several experiments 

with different sampling strategies, allowing the 

definition of a new formula that defines how the 

NuDetective will sample frames of child porno-

graphic videos.
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
presents some concepts of video digital files and 
the state-of-art of video pornography detection, 
a brief description of the main features of NuDe-
tective Forensic Tool, and, also, a basic review of 
mathematical functions. Section 3 presents the 
proposed approach for sampling video frames. 
Section 4 shows the evaluation of the new appro-
ach, including the performed experiments and 
results analysis. Sections 5 and 6 present the 
conclusions and future work, respectively.

II. Background

In this section, key concepts related to this 
work are reviewed, as some concepts of a video 
file, the state-of-art of nudity and pornography 
detection in videos, and the main features of the 
NuDetective Forensic Tool, including its detec-
tion algorithms. This section also reviews the 
mathematical functions, important for under-
standing the choice of the new adaptive sam-
pling approach.

A. Basic Video Concepts
Unlike digital still image, which is timeless 

and static, video is dynamic and vary along time. 
Video files can be considered a sequence of 
images and each image is called a frame [11]. 
Therefore, video files have more properties, as 
temporal resolution, which has a direct relation-
ship with time and it is measured in frames per 
second (fps) [12]. 

One important characteristic is that neigh-
boring frames have small variation. Thus, sev-
eral techniques have been developed to perform 
video compression based on this characteristic 
[11]. Hence, the video frames are classified into 
two groups: independent frames and predicted 
frames. The Intracoded frames (I-frames) are 
complete images, encoded independently. The 
Predictive frames (P-frames) and Bidirectional 
frames (B-frames) have dependence on their 
neighbors, so they are not complete frames [12]. 
Therefore, these different frame types (and oth-

er existing in literature) can be used to compose 

the video stream.

B. Nudity and Pornography Detection in 
Videos

This subsection shows the main studies in 

the literature related to nudity and adult pornog-

raphy detection in video files. These studies are 

important to illustrate the state-of-art of the sub-

ject, including the techniques used.

Poisel and Tjoa [9] presented a review of the 

state-of-art of forensic investigations of multi-

media data. For automatic classification of video 

files, it highlights the usage of keyframes and 

motion analysis as the main techniques. Other 

techniques, like sliding window periodicity (PER-

WIN), the bag-of-visual-words (BOVW), periodic-

ity detection (PER), and motion histograms are 

also cited for the detection of pornography in 

videos.

Pornography and nudity detection in videos 

through frame extraction was used by Kim et 

al. [13], Lopes et al. [10], and Wang et al. [14]. 

The algorithm developed by Kim et al. [13] 

also tries to detect global motions, separating 

the foreground objects, classifying the frames 

through skin color, shape, and texture features, 

comparing the objects with one built training 

database, using weighted Euclidean distance. 

Through techniques known as bag-of-visual-

features (BOVF), previously developed for nudity 

detection in still images [15], Lopes et al. [10] 

used a gray-level SIFT and hueSIFT descriptors, 

generating a point descriptor that considers the 

color hue. Several images for training were used, 

building histograms. After that, a voting system 

classifies the video as nudity or not. Wang et al. 

[14] choose frames when changes in the video 

scene are detected. It tries to detect standards in 

video scene, such as fade in, fade out, dissolve, 

and wipe. The algorithms also try to identify hu-

man skin color, remove textures and unwanted 

image parts, before classifying the video as nu-

dity or not. The technique takes about one tenth 

of the video duration to classify a video [14].
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Unlike other initiatives of video frame extrac-
tion and subsequent detection in images, Ende-
shaw et al. [16], Jansohn et al. [17], and Rea et 
al. [18] used motion to determine pornography in 
videos. Endeshaw et al. [16] divide the video file in 
short fixed-length segments and create dominant 
motion vector for each frame. The algorithm tries 
to detect repetitive motion in a specific frequen-
cy band during 16 second intervals, classifying 
videos as decent or indecent. Jansohn et al. [17] 
calculate movement repetitions, called Periodicity 
Detection (PER), naturally involved in sex videos, 
and generate motion histograms. They combine 
frame static analysis, including bag-of-visual-
words (BOVW), with the results of motion analy-
sis. Rea et al. [18] used motion segmentation and 
built motion vectors to determine “homogeneous 
motion” in video files, which is used to determine 
if the video has pornography or not [18]. They 
also analyzed audio streams and measures audio 
periodicity. Zuo et al. [19] also used audio to rec-
ognize sounds of pornography. A framework was 
developed and it combines the detection results 
from video and audio to determine pornography 
in movies. The framework also uses extracted 
video frames to detect pornography through an 
image recognition algorithm. 

As previously mentioned, the authors devel-
oped a study of automatic detection of child 
pornographic videos, based on frame extrac-
tion, with the definition of a Cutoff Point [8]. 
Such techniques are briefly discussed, including 
results achieved, in subsection C.3. This sepa-
ration is necessary, because the proposed ap-
proach in this paper is an improvement of the 
prior work and it is directly related to the NuDe-
tective Forensic Tool, reviewed below.

C. NuDetective Forensic Tool
This subsection provides a basic review of the 

main features of the NuDetective Forensic Tool 
[6, 7] to illustrate its basic operation, including 
its pixel analysis and human nudity detection 
algorithms in images. It also presents the pre-
vious techniques used to detect videos of child 
pornography [8].

1) Basic Features
The NuDetective Forensic Tool was developed 

to help forensic examiners to identify files of 
child pornography at crime scenes. To develop 
NuDetective, the authors considered two main 
principles: quick processing and reduced num-
ber of false negatives. 

NuDetective Forensic Tool was developed 
with the Java Standard Edition (JSE), and has 
four main features (Image Analysis, FileName 
Analysis, Hash Analysis, and Video Analysis) and 
many other options that can be configured by 
the forensic examiner to assist in the detection 
of child pornographic files.

The usage of NuDetective is very simple: the 
forensic examiner chooses locals to search, such 
as folders and/or entire disk partitions, configu-
res search options (optional task), and starts the 
scan for child pornographic files. Thus, the Nu-
Detective scans all files of selected locals sear-
ching for files, submitting them to the internal 
detection algorithms, which can: detect nudity 
in images (Image Analysis); check the file names 
for common phrases of pedophilia (FileName 
Analysis); calculate the hash value of suspect fi-
les and compare them with a list of hash values 
(Hash Analysis); and also identify suspect videos 
of child pornography (Video Analysis).

The Tool was implemented using Java thre-
ads, allowing parallel execution of some tasks. 
One of the developed threads is responsible for 
searching the selected locals, the second cares 
only about the file analysis with internal algo-
rithms, and a third thread is responsible for 
displaying the results, feeding the results GUI 
in real time. So the forensic examiner can start 
analyzing the results even before the Tool fini-
shes searching all files of the selected locals.

2) Internal Nudity Detection Algorithms
The NuDetective Forensic Tool can automati-

cally detect nudity in images [6]. It uses the RGB 
color space [20] for representing digital color 
space, which is the most common color space 
representation used for storing digital image 
[21]. To detect human skin colors in images, 
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NuDetective classifies each image pixel as skin 
color or not, using a method [22] for detecting 
human skin color on RBG, as shown in the rela-
tion (1).

(1)

The Tool uses the algorithm presented by Ap-
apid [23] for nudity detection, which does not 
require one previous database to classify the im-
ages, because the algorithm works with percent-
age of skin color and computational geometry. 

Several experiments were performed to verify 
the robustness of the internal algorithms provi-
ded by the Tool. Previous results showed great 
automatic nudity detection rates, low false nega-
tives, and quick processing [6]. The obtained va-
lues of recall and precision for nudity detection 
in images were 95.4% and 93.0%, respectively. 

An optimization technique to reduce the run-
time of automatic nudity detection in high-reso-
lution digital images was also developed [7]. The 
optimization method reduces the runtime in high-
resolution images in almost 90%, without signifi-
cant variations in the results of nudity detection. 

In literature, there are several other approach-
es for the detection of nudity and pornography 
in images using different color spaces and tech-
niques [24, 25, 26].

3) Child Pornography Detection in Videos
In literature, as describe in subsection 2.B, it 

is possible to find many studies related to por-
nography detection in video, using a lot of dif-
ferent computational methods. All of them try 
to get the higher detection rate as possible and 
need a lot of processing time. So, besides be-
ing great methods to determine pornography in 
videos, they were not developed to be used at 
crime scenes. Also, the focus of these studies is 
not the specific detection of child pornography, 
but videos of nudity or pornography. 

The Video Analysis feature provided by NuDe-
tective needs to quickly identify videos of child 

pornography. Thus, in a previous study [8], a 
strategy was proposed. First, with 181 videos 
of child pornography, several experiments were 
carried out to understand the behavior and the 
nudity distribution in extracted frames along 
video duration, using the nudity detection al-
gorithms implemented by the Tool. Later, the 
authors obtained the mean of nudity frames for 
each video and also the mean of nudity frames 
of all 181 video means ( ). The standard error (E) 
was calculated, and a Cutoff Point (CP) of 65.3% 
was determined, as shown in Figure 1. The Cuto-
ff Point (CP) consists of a number that indicates 
the minimum percentage of nudity frames in a 
video to be classified as suspicious of containing 
child pornography.

 

Figure 1: illustrates the mean of means , the standard error 
, and the Cutoff Point CP [8].

After the definition of the Cutoff Point, se-
veral experiments were performed to define 
the amount of frames to be sampled at crime 
scenes, since processing all frames of a video 
requires a long time, being unfeasible at crime 
scenes. Two new sets of videos, one with 70 
videos of child pornography and other with 79 
common videos (not pornography), were used 
to define the sample size. The results showed 
that 10 frames uniformly sampled along each 
video is the optimum value to achieve low run-
time, with good detection rates. Using that con-
figuration, the experiments measured an ave-
rage detection rate of 85.7%, with only 15.1% 
of false negatives, with values   of precision and 
recall of 84.9% and 85.7%, respectively [8]. The 
developed algorithm could analyze all the 149 
videos in only 308 seconds, i.e., an average of 
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about only 2.06 seconds per video, including 
I/O time.

Therefore, the current strategy of sampling 
frames does not consider the video duration, al-
ways extracting exactly 10 frames for each video 
to be analyzed at crime scene. 

D. Mathematical Functions
The mathematical functions have great im-

portance in the modeling of various real life si-
tuations. A function can be defined by two va-
riables:  (domain) and  (range). Each value of  
corresponds to exactly one value of , according 
to a specific definition [27]. The domain ( ) of a 
function can be restricted according to the con-
text in which the function is applied [28]. For 
example, the function , used to calculate the 
area of   a square, where  represents the square 
side, the domain should be restricted to positive 
numbers only.

An illustration of how different functions in-
fluence the values   of  and  can be seen in Fi-
gure 2. The asymptotic behavior of the functions 
are substantially different: for smaller values   of 
, the functions I and II reach high values   of  ; 

the behavior is different in the functions IV and 
V, where the values   of  grow more slowly when 
 is increased. The function V is a logarithmic 

equation and one of its main characteristic is to 
grow y slowly as  increases, tending to stabilize 
at infinity.

The general logarithmic function can be ex-
pressed as follows, in equation (2) [28]:

   (2)

Where a, b and c are constants,  with , 
  and  are vertical and horizontal transla-

tions, respectively,  is vertical compression or 
vertical expansion, and  is the logarithm base.

Figure 3 illustrates graphical representations 
of logarithmic functions, showing how the varia-
tions of a, b   and d have influence in their beha-
vior. 

Figure 2: illustrates the behavior of different mathematical 
functions.

Figure 3: illustrates the influence of different values of a, b, 
and d of the equation (2).

III. Proposed Approach

This section presents the proposed adaptive 
approach of sampling video frames for the de-
tection of child and teen pornographic videos 
at crime scenes. The adaptation consists in con-
sidering the size (in number of frames or dura-
tion) of the video to determine the amount of 
frames to be sampled. As described in Section 
II.C.3, a previous work [8] used a fixed number 
of samples in the detection of child pornography 
videos, achieving high detection rates and low 
runtime.

This work proposes the usage of a mathemat-
ical function to determine the number of frames 
to be sampled, considering the video duration, 
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and trying to improve the detection rates and 
the runtimes previously achieved.

Considering the exposed context, the new 
adaptive approach must be quick enough to be 
used at crime scenes. Therefore, the number of 
frames to be sample must follow a mathemati-
cal function with specific behavior: it cannot in-
crease  (number of samples) even in long mov-
ies or in videos with millions of frames. Thus, 
the use of an asymptotic function which tends 
to stabilize  is desired. As described in Section 
II.D, the logarithmic function has this behavior.

Thus, the logarithmic function was chosen to 
determine the number of frames to be sampled, 
because it can map the following assumptions:

1. The number of samples must vary with the 
video size/duration;

2. The number of samples cannot grow in the 
same proportion of the video size/duration;

3. Videos with great amount of frames or too 
long should not reflect significantly in the 
analysis time.

Using equation (2), it is possible to assign 
different values   to the four constants in order 
to change the function behavior to determine, 
experimentally, the optimum setting for our ob-
jective. The constants  and  of equation (2) will 
not be used in our experiments, because they 
are responsible only for the translation of the 
graph and not by the change in the function 
asymptotic behavior. Therefore, discarding the 
constants  and , it is possible to simplify the 
equation (2), obtaining the equation (3) below:

      (3)

The domain of this function, represented by 
the , can be understood as the number of video 
frames or as its duration. The  represents the 
number of frames to be sampled. For example, 
with  equal to 1,  equal to 2, and  equal to 
1024 frames, the number of frames to be sam-
pled is 10, because:

In some cases, it may be important to use time 
(video duration) rather than total video frames 
as the population to be sampled. Although sta-
tistical sampling based on total number of video 
frames is correct, videos have a temporal resolu-
tion, which is important for defining the qual-
ity of the transition scenes and movements in 
the videos. However, temporal resolution is not 
important for the nudity detection algorithms 
implemented by NuDetective [6], because they 
are applied to static images (video frames). 

To illustrate this problem, imagine one video 
scene with duration of 600 seconds. The scene 
was saved into two different video files with dif-
ferent temporal resolutions: the video 1 has 30 
fps and the video 2 has only 1 fps. If the sam-
pling strategy was based on the number of 
frames, considering the equation (3),  equal to 
5 and  equal to 2, the total number of frames 
and the sample size of each video would be:

•	 Video	1:	a	 total	of	18,000	 frames.	Sample	
size of approximately 70 frames;

•	 Video	2:	a	total	of	600	frames.	Sample	size	
of approximately 46 frames.

Thus, there is a clear distortion in the results, 
because the number of samples for the same 
scene is too different in the two videos, only be-
cause the variation of temporal resolution. The 
difference would be even greater if the sample 
was based on a fixed percentage, e.g., 1% of the 
frames (180 versus 6).

Whereas the two videos have the same scene, 
ideally the number of frames sampled should be 
equal. To correct this distortion, the equation (3) 
can be adapted to the equation (4) below, which 
is specific to each video. The equation (4) divides 
the total frames of the video ( ) by its temporal 
resolution (fps), being adaptive to the duration 
(in seconds) of the video that will be analyzed. 
The number of frames to be sampled ( ) should 
be rounded up.

                 (4)
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The variables  and fps of equation (4) are 
specific to each video and they can be easy ob-
tained at processing phase. However, to define 
the new sampling formula, is still required to de-
termine ideal values   for constants  and . Using 
the same sets of videos previously used in [8], 
several experiments were performed by varying 
these two constants, obtaining, for each video, 
the number of frames to be sampled. Therefore, 
new detection rates and new runtimes for each 
value of these constants will be obtained, to em-
pirically determine the optimal values   for cons-
tants  and , finally reaching the desired new 
adaptive formula. 

Such experiments, including a real forensic 
case study, and the results are detailed in the 
next section.

IV. experiments and results

This section is divided into two parts: experi-
ments to establish the best values for the equa-
tion constants (controlled experiments), and 
validation of the proposed approach in a real fo-
rensic case experiment (validation experiment).

A. Empirical establishment of equation 
constants

This subsection describes the experiments 
that were conducted to determine empirically the 
best values   for the constants  and  (base) of the 
equation (4), responsible for defining the num-
ber of frames to be sampled from a given video. 

The results were evaluated according to the 
values   obtained for detection rate and runtime. 
For the experiments, the authors used the same 
hardware as in [8] (laptop with 2.33 GHz Intel 
Centrino Duo processor, 2GB RAM, and running 
Windows 7), and the same video database. The 
goal is to allow a direct comparison of this work 
with the previous one [8], on the two aspects 
(detection rates and runtimes). The video data-
bases used for the experiments have the follo-
wing characteristics:

•	 Test	Set	1:	70	videos	of	child	pornography	
obtained from seized hard disks of real fo-
rensic cases;

•	 Test	Set	2:	79	common	videos,	such	as	in-
terviews, sports, movie trailers, music video 
clips, among others not related to pornog-
raphy, obtained from the Internet.

To determine the influence of the constants 
 and  of the logarithmic function, described in 

the equation (4), were used  values of   1, 2, 3, 
4, and 8, and  values   of 2 and 10. Thus, for 
each video of test sets, the number of frames to 
be sampled was calculated. Frame samples were 
extracted from positions uniformly distributed 
throughout the video. All frames were analyzed 
by the nudity detection algorithm provided by 
NuDetective, as described in section II.B.2, and 
the video is classified as suspicious of contai-
ning child pornography if the percentage of nu-
dity frames is greater than or equal to the Cutoff 
Point (65.3%). In some cases, the CP was roun-
ded to the lowest possible value of sampled fra-
mes. The Tables 1 to 4 show the results of these 
experiments.

Table 1: results obtained from several values of b, and c 
equal to 2, in Test Set 1 (70 videos of child pornography).

b Classified as child 
pornography

Success 
rate

Runtime 
(sec.)

1 57 81,4% 55

2 58 82,9% 113

3 56 80,0% 182

4 54 77,1% 226

8 54 77,1% 503

Table 2: results obtained from several values of b, and c 
equal to 10 in Test Set 1 (70 videos of child pornography).

b Classified as child 
pornography

Success 
rate

Runtime 
(sec.)

1 62 88,6% 16

2 61 87,1% 32

3 61 87,1% 48

4 59 84,3% 66

8 56 80,0% 135
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Table 3: results obtained from several values of b, and c 
equal to 2 in Test Set 2 (79 videos not related to pornogra-
phy).

b Classified as child 
pornography

Success 
rate

Runtime 
(sec.)

1 9 88,6% 124

2 8 89,9% 253

3 10 87,3% 415

4 9 88,6% 514

8 10 87,3% 1127

Table 4: results obtained from several values of b, and c 
equal to 10 in Test Set 2 (79 videos not related to porno-
graphy).

b Classified as child 
pornography

Success 
rate

Runtime 
(sec.)

1 17 78,5% 35

2 13 83,5% 69

3 10 87,3% 122

4 12 84,8% 146

8 9 88,6% 297

To determine which values of b and c achieved 
the best results, it is important to analyze the re-
sults of detection rates and runtime in both test 
sets. The results obtained (Tables 1 to 4) show 
the increase in runtime as the value of b increas-
es, which is expected, since b is directly propor-
tional to the number of samples. However, de-
tection rates did not improve when the sample 
size increased, rather, in most cases, decreased.

Analyzing the results, it is possible to iden-
tify that the values   b equal to 3 and c equal to 
10, achieved the best results of accuracy and 
runtime, considering the two test sets together. 
For these parameters, the values   of recall, preci-
sion, and runtime are shown in Table 5, together 
with the previous obtained values [8], when all 
the videos had 10 frames extracted as samples. 
The equation (5) shows the best configuration of 
constants.

  (5)

In equation (5), x is the total number of fra-
mes of the video, fps the temporal resolution of 
the video, and y the rounded up number of fra-

mes to be sampled for the video. The Table 5 
also shows the values of F-measure [29], which 
combines the values of precision and recall in a 
unique value. The equation (6) was used for this 
calculation with which indicates the same weight 
for precision and recall.

   (6)

Table 5: comparison between the results of the proposed 
approach in this work versus previous results [8].

Measure
Previous 

Experiment
Current 

Experiment
Difference

Recall 84.9% 87.3% +2.4%

Precision 85.7% 85.9% +0.2%

F-measure 85.3% 86.6% +1.3%

Runtime 308 seconds 170 seconds -44.8%

The results showed that the new adaptive 
strategy has a small detection rate improvement, 
but the runtime has dropped significantly, being 
around 45% faster than the previous strategy. 
This was only possible because the proposed 
sampling approach adapts to each video: short 
videos have smaller samples, and longer videos 
have larger samples, optimizing the sampling 
procedure according to the characteristics of the 
videos to be analyzed at the crime scenes.

B. Validation of proposed approach in a 
real forensic case

This subsection shows the performed expe-
riment to validate the proposed approach. The 
new adaptive strategy of child pornography de-
tection in digital videos was implemented in the 
Video Analysis feature provided by NuDetective 
Forensic Tool.

For the experiment, we used a 160 GB hard 
disk drive (HDD) seized during an operation to 
combat pedophilia in Brazil. The HDD was pla-
ced in a Forensic Logicube Dossie that was con-
nected to the USB port of the same laptop com-
puter previously used. This configuration, which 
is widely used by forensic examiners at crime 
scenes, ensured the preservation of all data in 
the HDD, because the Dossie acted as a write 
blocker of the storage device.
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Using the laptop, the NuDetective searched 
the entire disk for videos of child pornography. 
Only the feature Video Analysis of NuDetective 
was used with default options – the other op-
tions were disabled (Image Analysis, FileName 
Analysis and Hash Analysis). To compare the re-
sults achieved with NuDetective, the HDD was 
also analyzed in a forensic laboratory, using 
commercial forensic tools, such AccessData Fo-
rensic ToolKit (FTK) and Guidance EnCase, to 
determine the real amount of videos containing 
human nudity and child pornography stored in 
the HDD. 

The NuDetective took only 137 seconds to se-
arch the entire content of the HDD for video files. 
A total of 87,576 files were stored in the HDD, 
with 401 videos of various types, lengths and 
sizes. The NuDetective automatically identified 
and processed all the 401 videos and classified 
186 video files as suspicious, showing them in 
the results GUI. Among the 186 videos identified 
as suspicious, 175 were in fact related to nudity, 
including child pornography. As expected, the 
tool significantly reduced the amount of files 
to be examined by the forensic examiner, from 
87,576 saved files on the HDD to only 186 sus-
picious files. Table 6 shows the confusion matrix 
[30] obtained from this validation experiment 
in a real forensic case. The obtained values of 
precision and recall in the validation experiment 
were 93.0% and 80.0%, respectively, and the F-
measure was 86.0%.

Table 6: Confusion matrix sumarizing the results of the va-
lidation experiment (real forensic case).

The results of the new video detection strat-
egy identified approximately 80% of videos of 
child pornography stored in the seized HDD in 
only 137 seconds. Therefore, it was proved that 

this new adaptive strategy for detecting videos 
of child pornography can be used to identify 
these illegal files, filtering out the files to be ana-
lyzed by the forensic examiner at crime scenes.

V. Conclusions

This paper proposed an improvement of the 
frame sampling strategy to identify child por-
nographic videos at crime scenes. The previous 
strategy used 10 frames of each video to be au-
tomatically analyzed, which, despite the great 
detection results and low runtime, did not con-
sider the video duration to determine the frame 
sample size. Thus, this work carried out a series 
of experiments with the same 149 videos origi-
nally tested, which 70 are videos of child por-
nography, to develop a new formula to sample 
frames. 

To achieve the main objective, the logarithmic 
function was chosen due to its characteristic of 
nearly stabilize y values at infinity, ideal for long 
videos, because it is not feasible to analyze large 
amount of frames at crime scenes. By varying 
the multiplier coefficient and the base, the loga-
rithmic experiments showed different detection 
rates and runtimes. After analysis results, the 
best configuration obtained were multiplier coe-
fficient 3 and base 10, as shown in equation (5).

The new proposed formula achieved detec-
tion rates around 87% and runtime of only 170 
seconds, i.e., an average of 1.14 seconds per 
video, including I/O time. The new strategy re-
duced the runtime in 45% and achieved a small 
improvement in the detection rates. The new 
values for precision and recall were 85.7% and 
87.3%, respectively. 

In a real forensic case of pedophilia, the new 
strategy proved to be a great way to identify 
child pornographic videos, detecting around 80% 
of these illegal videos saved on a 160 GB hard 
disk drive. Therefore, the NuDetective found and 
analyzed 401 videos in only 137 seconds, an ave-
rage of approximately 0.35 seconds per video, 
including I/O time, being much quicker than in 
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controlled experiments. The obtained F-measure 
values were 86.6% and 86.0% in the controlled 
and validation experiments, respectively. 

The results achieved great reduction in runti-
me due to adaptation of the strategy proposed 
to consider the video duration, making shorter 
videos to be processed quickly, i.e., with less 
number of sampled frames without compro-
mising detection rates. However, for longer vi-
deos, the strategy used more samples without 
compromising the runtime. Thus, since child 
pornographic videos are generally short, this 
new strategy reduced around 45% of the runti-
me to identify these files, which is desired at a 
crime scenes. As mentioned before, the achie-
ved results of runtimes are directly related to the 
equipment used and, in all these conducted ex-
periments, we used a technologically outdated 
laptop. So, using new computers, the runtime 
may be even lower.

It is noteworthy that the previously calculated 
Cutoff Point of 65.3% was maintained. The new 
adaptive strategy was implemented in the Video 
Analysis feature provided by NuDetective Foren-
sic Tool. Thus, the new version of the tool has 
a more effective and robust detection strategy 
of child pornography videos, helping even more 
the forensic examiners to identify such files qui-
ckly and reliably at crime scenes. 

The NuDetective Forensic Tool is free and 
available for law enforcement use only. For ins-
tructions on how to obtain the Tool, please con-
tact the authors or send an e-mail to nudetecti-
ve@gmail.com.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Research Background
Internet is ubiquitous; once a computer is 

connected to the Internet, it may be prone to 
attacks at anytime. According to Computer 
Crime and Security Survey of CSI/FBI (Comput-
er Security Institute /Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation) in 2009, 64% of respondents indicated 
that they dealt with Malware Infection and 23% 
encountered Bots / Zombies.[4] As seen, enter-
prises cannot prevent network attack behavior 
even though they implement a large amount of 
information security equipment. They have at-
tached importance to the protection of informa-
tion assets, reduction and remedy of existing 
information security drawback and crackdown 
of hacking. 

The U.S. has founded 16 Regional Computer 
Forensics Laboratories.[1] From the above analy-
sis, perfection of information security protection 
mechanism is insufficient for reducing risk of 
information security incident. Fostering unit in-
formation security governance and professional 
skills of employees is needed. In case of intru-
sion, attack and other information security inci-
dents, digital forensics can counter the intruders 
externally and check and remedy system draw-
backs internally. 

Cyber forensics, derived from crime investiga-
tion technology, is the use of science and tech-
nology to collect, investigate and analyze digital 
evidence after occurrence of information crime, 
and proves relation between occurrence of crime 
and victim, criminal, evidence and place. This 
can make digital evidence have competency of 
evidence and degree of proof in crime investiga-
tion.[6][9][13]

For external network, information security 
governance and digital evidence forensics mech-
anism can be used to collect attack behavior and 
evidence, and for internal network they can be 
applied to examine information security level. 
The data can help review internal information se-
curity governance mechanism, and improve the 

existing mechanisms through human resources, 
environment and methods.[2][15] 

1.2Research Motives and Purposes
For the purpose of effectiveness of informa-

tion security governance, the units shall have 
not only information security protection equip-
ment but also professional capacity of computer 
forensics. This study hoped to design a digital 
evidence forensics system to achieve the follow-
ing objectives; 

(1) The computer forensics procedure for digi-
tal evidence collection can increase compe-
tency of evidence and degree of proof of 
digital evidence. 

(2) Digital evidence forensics can increase com-
petency of evidence and degree of proof of 
digital evidence and can correspond to in-
formation from COBIT4.1 to enhance infor-
mation security governance. 

2. Literature Review

2.1Information security governance 
Posthumus and Von Solms[5] suggested in-

formation security governance can describe the 
procedure that executive management deals 
with information security issues, and this pro-
cedure belongs to corporate governance. The 
information security governance put main em-
phasis upon information security system, infor-
mation security system performance and risk 
management.[14] Further, the governance must 
be combined with organization IT governance 
architecture and organization strategy. It offers 
strategic command to achieve the organization 
objectives, and performs risk management for 
resource, and supervises organization to imple-
ment information security plan. 

Poole[3] indicated information security gover-
nance is an architecture consisting of relation-
ships and processes. Value and expectations 
are assigned to the organization information as-
sets, process, and safety to achieve objectives 
and all the activities have responsible assigner. 
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In the U.S federal government implementation 
framework (as shown in Figure 1), importance of 
role and responsibilities of information security 
governance is suggested. The competency of 
evidence and degree of proof of digital evidence 
forensics mechanism plays an important role in 
analysis of power and responsibilities in infor-
mation security governance. 

Figure 1 Implementation framework of U.S federal govern-
ment 

2.2 COBIT and ISO27002 
Based on ISO/IEC 27000, ISO/IEC27002 (Code 

of practice for information security) is mapped 
with the control objectives of COBIT4.1 to in-
crease efficiency of information security gover-
nance management.[15]

Figure 2 ISO/IEC 27000 (by this study) 

COBIT (Control Objectives for Information 
and related Technology) is a framework created 
by ISACA (Information System Audit and Control 
Association) in 1992, and ISACA founded ISACF 
(Information System Audit and Control Foun-
dation). With reference to 26 files by different 
countries, governments and standard organiza-
tions, 18 files are adopted, and Europe, USA and 
Australia participate in preparation of COBIT. 
The COBIT Steering Committee was founded. 

Figure 3 COBIT Evolution (by this study) 

COBIT 4.1 was published in 2007. It assigns 
responsibilities of key activities and increases 
requirement for illustration. The Framework’s 
Principles integrate internal control model with 
information technology of IT control model. 

COBIT 4.1 formulates 34 control objectives, 
and links 210 relevant work items.[8] And pro-
cesses and supervision range are divided into 
four processes Plan and Organize (PO), Acquire 
and Implement (AI), Deliver and Support (DS) 
and Monitor and Evaluate (ME). 

This study aimed at digital evidence forensics 
procedure, and only discussed COBIT 4.1 DS5 
ensuring systems security (Deliver and Support) 
In light of COBIT DS5 (Ensuring systems secu-
rity). 

From the above, COBIT4.1 DS5 can align the 
information security and illustration of digital 
evidence forensics. Thus, the relationships be-
tween in digital evidence forensics and COBIT4.1 
are discussed in information security gover-
nance. 
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2.3 DEFSOP 
Digital forensics is a branch of forensic sci-

ence using the information found in computer 
as the evidence to investigate information crime. 
Like the general material evidence forensics prin-
ciples, digital forensics shall “obtain the original 
evidence without changing or damaging the evi-

dence”, “testify the digital evidence is sourced 
from the detained evidence”, and “conduct anal-
ysis without changing the evidence”. The acqui-
sition and analysis shall ensure integrity, correc-
tion and consistency of digital evidence. 

DEFSOP as suggested by Prof. I-long Lin is 
shown in Figure 4: [7][9]
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Figure 4 DEFSOP(by this study)
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 3. Prototype of digital evidence 
forensics mechanism based on 

information security governance

Operation flow of digital evidence forensics 
is often described in implementation and prepa-
ration of plan of ROC Military Units. The digi-
tal evidence forensics should not only be used 
for occurred crimes but should be extend to the 
prevention and continuous policy improvement, 
in addition to investigation of the occurred case. 
As shown in Figure 5, COBIT4.1 basic principles 
also contains PDCA concept: 

Figure 5 Basic COBIT4.1 principles (by this study) 

The digital evidence forensics mechanism can 
be used for continuous improvement and en-
hance unit information security awareness and 
revision of policy to achieve objectives of infor-
mation security governance. 

COBIT4.1 DS5 pertaining to ensuring systems 
security is discussed, including 11 items. From 
the above, PLSE model can be applied to DEFSOP, 
and can align COBIT4.1 DS5. Through mapping 
with COBIT4.1 DS5, DEFSOP can be applied to 
information security governance. Based on the 
operation model and results from forensic analy-
sis, unit information security awareness can be 
enhanced, adaptability of policy and regulations 
can be reviewed for improvement.

 From the above, according to the relation-
ships between PLSE model, DEFSOP and CO-
BIT4.1’s DS5, ISO/IEC27002 can be mapped 
in reverse; in view of this, the digital evidence 
forensics mechanism can be applied to infor-
mation security governance and is an efficient 

instrument for authentication of power and re-
sponsibilities, review and continuous improve-
ment of information security. It differs from the 
traditional crime evidence that is a post-crime 
forensics mechanism and tool. 

3.1 Experimental framework and design 
This study utilized Honeynet features for ag-

gregation of digital evidence and advanced cor-
relation analysis comparison to achieve Integri-
ty, Precision and Consistency of digital evidence 
forensics; organization documents of Honeynet 
Project are consulted for construction. 

For concept of the experimental environment, 
firewall is used to separate the experimental 
network into internal network and external net-
work. If the external network attacks on the in-
ternal network, the relevant attack information 
is stored in firewall and internal network com-
puter, and evidence can be collected from the in-
formation and processed; if malicious program 
attack is from the internal network, the relevant 
attack information is stored in the firewall and 
the internal network computer, and evidence 
can be collected from the information and pro-
cessed, as shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6 Experimental environment conceptualization –Net-
work architecture (by this study)

The overall environment is divided into three 
parts, which are attack end, evidence forensics 
end and analysis end, as shown in Figure 7: 

(1) Attack end: means attack source in the ex-
periment, and its network architecture be-
longs to the external network by the firewall, 
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the attackers are from internal authorized 
users or Internet users. 

(2) Forensics end: means the computer in the 
internal network, and firewall connected to 
the internal network. The above equipment 
is the channel of the attacker and intrusion 
object, and the source for evidence collec-
tion. The local management authority is 
controlled by us, so we can construct the 
collection tools. 

(3) Analysis end: The analysis end store the in-
formation collected by the evidence foren-
sics end, the independent analysis area is 
separated for analysis and processing of the 
evidence data. 

Figure 7 Experimental environment conceptualization –veri-
fication architecture (by this study)

The digital evidence data collection and pro-
cessing architecture is shown in Figure 8: 

(1) At the forensics end, computer is equipped 
with a digital evidence collector; the records 
and information from the collector is trans-
mitted to the analysis end for processing 
and stored in the independent database. 

(2) At the analysis end, the results from digi-
tal evidence processing in the database are 
presented by the display menu. 

Figure 8 Digital evidence data forensics and processing ar-
chitecture (by this study) 

3.1.1 Virtual machine and network design 
To save research costs and ensure validity of 

experiment design contents, Honeynet system is 
constructed in the virtual machine, as show in 
Figure 9. 

Figure 9 Virtual machine architecture (by this study)

3.1.2 Deployment of digital evidence foren-
sics system 

Based on Honeynet system architecture, vari-
ous tools and software are integrated into an 
evidence forensics system. The tools and soft-
ware forensics, filter, relationship analysis and 
verification of network attack events and report 
generation to reconstruct the attack are shown 
in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Application tools and software of digital data collection system 

Software type Software name Position Qty. Reference 

Evidence 
collection tool

Sebek-WIN32 v3.0.4 [49]
Honeypot1
Honeypot2
Honeypot3

3
Main machine for 

evidence collection 

p0f-2.0.8 [50] HoneyWall 1
Network for evidence 

collection 

argus-2.0.6 [51] HoneyWall 1
Network for evidence 

collection 

snort-2.6.1.5-10[52] HoneyWall 1
Network for evidence 

collection

Analysis software hflow-1.99.25-3 [53] HoneyWall 1
Filter, relationship 

analysis, and verification
Storage software mysql-server-5.0.22[54] HoneyWall 1 Database

Presentation 
software

walleye-1.2[55] HoneyWall 1 Web-based system 

(1) Sebek main machine-based evidence col-
lection tool [49] [56]: Sebek is the software 
used to collect main machine behavior re-
cords, and it is Client—Server architecture. 
Clinet is a monitor mounted in the host com-
puter to be monitored, and Server is log-
ging system. The client terminal is installed 
in the computer system kernel in terms of 
RootKit model. After installation, Sebek will 
monitor the host computer action (intercep-
tion of Linux sys_read, sys_open, sys_sock-
et and other system call); windows system 
can intercept API-ZwOpenFile, ZwReadFile, 
ZwSecureConnectPort and other core API), 
as shown in Figure 10 [38]. The Keystroke 
from the host computer, process program 
name and job number, process tree, name 
of stored archive, and information of pro-
cess program starting the online are collect-
ed and transmitted to the logging system. 

Figure 10 Sebek interception of linux system call (by this 
study)

(2) p0f operation system fingerprint recogni-
tion tool [50] : p0f is a passive operation 
system fingerprint recognition software, 
and must be installed in the network gate-
way to analyze package contents. Based on 
the features of transport protocol of the 
analysis system, a passive method is used 
to identify the operation system version at 
two ends of the package. 
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(3) Argus network evidence collection tool [51]: 
argus is real-time network flow monitoring 
software, it can track network performance 
and transaction flow and generate the result 
report. The result report format and con-
tents are flexible and used to generate SIP 
(source IP), SPORT (source service port), DIP 
(destination address), DPORT(destination 
port), and PROTO (transport protocol) for 
digital evidence processing. 

(4) Snort intrusion detection tool [52]: Snort is 
the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) de-
veloped by Marty Roesch in 1998, con-
sisting of four parts: Packet Decoder, 
Preprocessor, Detection Engine and Out-
put Stage, with plug-ins design, and GPL 
open-source software under GPL license. 

(5) Hflow analysis software [53]: hflow is data 
collection tool software integrated into hon-
eynet. In this study, hflow would link snort, 
sebek, argus and p0f together in terms of 
their relationships, and store them in mysql 
database for walleye to generate result re-
port. 

(6) Mysql database software [54]: it is an open-
source relational database management 
system developed by MySQL AB. Due to 
small size, high speed and lower implemen-
tation cost, it is widely used in Internet sys-
tem development. This study uses mysql as 
the database of evidence data. 

(7) Walleye web-based system [55]: walleye is 
a web-based system compiled by Honeynet 
Project using Perl Language. It must operate 
in Apache server. Walleye backend database 
uses MySql, and connects the database to 
store data through DBI interface. Walleye 
can visually present the data from hflow 
analysis, as shown Figure 11, or aggregate 
intrusion information and network package 
information into the flow events, as shown 
in Figure 12. 

Figure 11 Visualization of Process Tree 

Figure 12 Detail network flow event information (by this 
study)

3.1.3 Digital evidence collection system 
function design 

The honeynet system-based data control, 
data capture and collection, data analysis and 
presentation and kernel model functions are de-
scribed as follows: 

(1) Data control: The data control in this study 
is performed by Iptable of HoneyWall com-
puter. The traditional honeynet limits the 
input/output honey on-line frequency and 
communication types to prevent it from be-
coming a springboard to threaten the nor-
mal systems after the honeynet is attacked 
In this study, to capture the attack situa-
tions, Iptable is not set to limit the data in-
put/output. 

(9) The data capture and collection, as shown 
in Figure 13[38]: the data from the evidence 
forensics end are divided into network be-
havior data and system behavior data. Ar-
gus, P0f and Snort are installed in Honey-
Wall to collect the network behavior data; 
for the system behavior, Sebek is used to 
collect keystrokes, executive program and 
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archive access records. The above data is 
collected by Hflow and summarized in MySql 
database. In addition, Pcap dump provides 
download function for original file of net-

work flow, and allows the analyst to verify 
and compare the results from evidence col-
lection. 

Figure 13 Honeynet system data capture & collection architecture

(10) The data analysis and presentation: The 
collected/captured data are transmitted to 
the Hflow for analysis. Hflow would perform 
data aggregation and advanced correlation 
in terms of the designed laws. After normal-
ization and classification, the collected data 
are stored in MySql database, and web inter-
face is provided for access. 

4. Digital evidence collection system 
implementation and efficiency 

analysis

According to the digital evidence forensics lit-
erature review in Section 2, digital evidence has 
the features not suitable for collection (difficult 
interpretation, easy falsification, loss, etc.). The 
traditional digital evidence collection may con-
sider digital evidence features, and crime model, 
environment and collection tools can be used to 
develop DEFSOP to reduce man-made fault. The 
traditional DEFSOP is divided into site collection 
and laboratory forensics. The DEFSOP for infor-
mation security governance is shown in Figure 
14.[10][11][12]
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Figure 14 IGDSOP 

In this study, it has been demonstrated the 
honeynet system can effectively collect evidence 
of network attack and reconstruct the event. The 
honeynet system can apply systematic approach 
to meet collection, authorization and informa-

tion security governance requirements of the 
traditional digital evidence forensics procedure. 
The IDEFSOP and honeynet system process flow 
are shown in Figure 15. 

Figure 15 Mapping of IGDSOP with Honeynet system flow (by this study)
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Under the information security governance 
model, the study uses the honeynet for evidence 
collection to achieve the following efficiency: 

(1) Comply with international standards: Hon-
eynet forensics is automatically performed 
by the system, and program logic is used 
to restore network attack. The speed of the 
automatic system forensics is quicker and 
more efficient than that of the traditional 
approach. Based on the above comparison 
and verification, the unit digital evidence 
forensics can conform to 11 items of CO-
BIT4.1 DS5 and achieve the objectives of the 
information system and meet the require-
ments. It can be applied to information se-
curity governance mechanism. 

(11) It can solve network forensics problem and 
conduct continuous governance: In division 
of authority and responsibilities, it can be 
evaluated whether implemented regulation 
and plan meet the information security gov-
ernance, so as to conduct continuous unit 
information security governance. The com-
plex information with great network flow 
has high timeliness. The traditional com-
puter and network equipment only provide 
abstract record for information in network, 
and the evidence integrity is not adequate. 
The honeynet system uses the network at-
tack behavior model as ontological knowl-
edge. The key forensics position of the 
network attack produces the audit records 
which are collected and analyzed to obtain 
complete evidence of network attack event. 
This can ensure information system secu-
rity and enhance information security gov-
ernance mechanism. DS5.2~DS5.11 can be 
met by mapping IGDSOP operation process. 

(12) Enhance information security governance 
mechanism: digital evidence forensics can 
reduce information security violation risk 
of the unit. Through the digital evidence 

forensics, unit information security knowl-
edge can be enhanced to promote educa-
tion of information security, and this can 
help extend to policy, law, and skills; PLSE 
model of the complete information security 
mechanism can map IGDSOP, and meets 
DS5.1~DS5.11. 

(13) Availability of digital evidence forensics: 
traditional digital evidence is sourced from 
crime site and the stored dynamic (network 
flow, host computer memory fragment) and 
static (archival record) data. In evidence 
collection, the dynamic data disappear eas-
ily, and the static data may be deleted. The 
digital evidence is difficult to collect and in-
terpret but easy to modify. These features 
are not conducive to evidence forensics. In 
the honeynet system, the detector can be 
installed on the place where evidence of 
network attack is collected to obtain the 
necessary evidence, and aggregation and 
correlation analysis would be conducted for 
the evidence data. The digital evidence with 
competency of evidence can be obtained 
without manual evidence forensics. This 
can reduce risk of traditional digital data 
forensics. Increase of availability of digital 
evidence is not only remediation after oc-
currence of crime but also improvement 
of unit information security mechanism. 
DS5.8, DS5.10 and DS5.11 can be satisfied 
by aligning IGDSOP reporting process. 

4.1 Digital evidence forensics mechanism 
based on information security gover-
nance 

Based on the above experiment results, fo-
rensics capability of Honeypot meets integrity, 
correction and consistency; the four processes 
of DEFSOP also correspond to control objectives 
of COBIT4.1 pertaining to ensuring systems se-
curity. Thus, we can summarize and verify the 
IGDSOP, as shown in Figure 16. 
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Principle 
process

Principle

laws

cognition

DS 5.2 IT security plan

DS 5.1 IT security management

DS 5.3 Recognition management

I
G
D
S
O
P

Preparation of tools, data and roll call

Confirmation of person, event, 
place and cause

Collected object data

Authorization and 
information security policy

Collection

Preparation 
process

Operation 
process

Analysis

Forensics

Report 
process

Case filing and learning

Court preparation

Verification of forensic results 

Compilation, presentation and reporting

DS 5.7 Security protection skills

DS 5.6 Security event definition

DS 5.5 Security test, detection and supervision

DS 5.4 User ID

DS 5.8 Key management

DS 5.10 Network security

DS 5.11 Sensitive data exchange

DS 5.11 Sensitive data exchange

DS 5.2 IT IT security plan

DS 5.11 sensitive data exchange

…
…

…

Figure 16 IGDSOP corresponding to information security 
governance items

The operation process is the important pro-
cess of DEFSOP, as well as the main part mapped 
with COBIT4.1 ensure systems security. The col-
lection, analysis, and forensics are described in 
detail, as shown in Figures 17, 18 and19. 

Collection

Crime scene 
investigation and 

photographing

Recognition and 
record

Security and 
storage

Collection and 
storage

Investigation 
and detention

Packaging and 
delivery

DS 5.2 IT security plan

DS 5.3 Recognition management

DS 5.6 Security event definition

DS 5.5 Security test, detection and supervision

DS 5.11 Sensitive data exchange

DS 5.3 Recognition management

DS 5.7 Security protection technology

DS 5.8 Key management

DS 5.4 User ID management

DS 5.2 IT security plan

DS 5.7 Security protection technology

DS 5.8 Key management

DS 5.11 Sensitive data exchange

DS 5.4 User ID management

DS 5.7 Security protection technology

DS 5.8 Key management

DS 5.11 Sensitive data exchange

DS 5.2 IT security plan

DS 5.3 Recognition management

DS 5.5 Security test, detection and supervision

DS 5.2 IT IT security plan

DS 5.3 Recognition management

DS 5.5 Security test, detection and supervision

Figure 17 Collection items corresponding to information se-
curity governance items 

Analysis

Backup and 
record

Check and 
review

Cracking and 
search

Storage and 
analysis

DS 5.2 IT security plan

DS 5.3 Recognition management

DS 5.7 Security protection technology

DS 5.7 Security protection technology

DS 5.5 Security test, detection and supervision

DS 5.9 Prevention, detection and deletion of malicious 
software

DS 5.6 Security event definition

DS 5.5 Security test, detection and supervision

DS 5.10 Network security

DS 5.9 Prevention, detection and deletion of malicious 
software

DS 5.7 Security protection technology

DS 5.5 Security test, detection and supervision

Figure 18: Analysis items corresponding to information se-
curity governance items

Forensics

Data 
extraction

Comparison

Individualization

Individualization

DS 5.2 IT security plan

DS 5.3 Recognition management

DS 5.6 Security event definition

DS 5.5 Security test, detection and supervision

DS 5.10 Network security

DS 5.9 Prevention, detection and deletion of malicious software

DS 5.2 IT security plan

DS 5.3 Recognition management

DS 5.5 Security test, detection and supervision

DS 5.10 Network security

DS 5.9 Prevention, detection and deletion of malicious software

DS 5.4 User ID management

DS 5.2 IT security plan

DS 5.3 Recognition management

DS 5.6 Security event definition

DS 5.5 Security test, detection and supervision

DS 5.10 Network security

DS 5.9 Prevention, detection and deletion of malicious software

DS 5.7 Security protection technology

DS 5.6 Security event definition

DS 5.5 Security test, detection and supervision

DS 5.10 Network security

DS 5.9 Prevention, detection and deletion of malicious software

Figure 19 Forensics items corresponding to information 
security governance items 

5. Conclusions and Suggestions

5.1 Research Conclusions
In this study, we compared the correlation 

between digital evidence forensics and informa-
tion security governance; computer audit record 
analysis method, digital evidence forensics pro-
cedure and network attack behavior and inves-
tigation model can help present the complete 
crime evidence, and give feedback to informa-
tion security governance mechanism. 

Thus, it can be known the digital evidence of 
network attack is sourced from network, host com-
puter and activity records of security equipment. 
Honeynet deployment is conductive to the digital 
evidence forensics environment. Further, cyber 
attack behavior model is regarded as ontologi-
cal knowledge. The audit record collection aims 
at host computer system, file, process and flow. 
Model correlation analysis is conducted for the 
subordinate relationships between all the collect-
ed audit records to reconstruct the network attack 
incident when any cyber attack incident occurs. 
The findings are used to verify DEFSOP (digital evi-
dence forensics mechanism-DEFSOP). The digital 
evidence is used to assign the responsibilities of 
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maintenance and management (digital evidence 
forensics mechanism-personnel training). The unit 
information security breach evidence is collected 
to continuously improve unit policy and further as-
sign responsibilities to achieve objectives of infor-
mation security governance mechanism. 

Through implantation of cyber attack inci-
dent, this study has demonstrated the attack 
from internal or external intruder can be recon-
structed. Application of digital evidence foren-
sics technology can satisfy needs of traditional 
digital data forensics and information security. 
It can be combined with the IGDSOP to increase 
forensics efficiency, reduce information security 
breach risk and help implementation of informa-
tion security governance mechanism. 

5.2Suggestions to future studies
Information security governance has many 

wide issues and is one of goals by the govern-
ment. Advantages and disadvantages of the 
network development go together. Application 
of digital evidence forensics should focus on 
prevention to ward off occurrence of informa-
tion security incident, enhance unit information 
security and increase information efficiency, be-
sides investigation after occurrence of crime. 

The honeynet system deployment of digital 
evidence forensics is directly related to network 
attack behavioral script. In the future network ap-
plication, cloud computing can provide research 
blueprint, and for information security of cloud 
computing, we need to discuss which strategy can 
be adopted to counter cyber attack behavior. 

Honeynet system is not the only approach for 
digital evidence forensics of cyber attack. With do-
main of server, application of an intrusion detec-
tion system sensor is another method. Due to the 
research purposes and the design method, this 
study employed Honeynet system for verification, 
used aggregation to present application of infor-
mation security governance mechanism, and en-
hanced forensics efficiency of information security. 

This study only discussed COBIT4.1 DS5, and 
did not involve relevant risk management and in-

formation security management mechanism. The 
control objectives of information security gover-
nance can be further discussed to provide a com-
plete information security governance mechanism. 
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Abstract - Spammers continue to distribute malware, phishing attacks, and counterfeit products 
to Internet users through emails. The traditional response is to block these emails, but as in other 
cybercrime fields, law enforcement is realizing the response should be to deter spammers by 
prosecution. The objective of this research is to enable law enforcement the ability to investigate 
and analyze related spammed domains in more depth in order to identify trends and potentially 
key targets that are responsible for creating spam domains. A prototype was developed to 
examine lists of domains by gathering key components about the information used to register 
each domain. Additional information on the domain such as the IP address and the Autonomous 
System Numbering (“ASN”) assignment is also collected. The gathered information serves as input 
to a clustering algorithm to group seemingly unrelated domains. These clusters are visualized 
in i2 Analyst Notebook charts that enable law enforcement to quickly target the potential prime 
suspects in the larger clusters as well as eliminate possible legitimate websites that formed in 
the smaller clusters. Along with the clustering software that was developed, information was 
also collected from the UAB Spam Data Mine and analyzed in comparison to the results of the 
clustering software to reveal a very in-depth pattern of spam domains’ locations across time. 
These methods demonstrate the effectiveness of automated solution that researchers can provide 
law enforcement, by quickly analyzing open source intelligence, like the registration information 
of a website.

Introduction

The Internet has opened up a path to the free 
exchange of information and ideas. This open 
architecture has helped to spur increases in pro-
ductivity and knowledge sharing throughout the 
world. However, the easy accessibility, as well 
as lack of oversight on the web, has created a 

digital haven for various forms of criminal activ-
ity. Crimes that are consistently punished in the 
physical world such as bank robberies, identity 
theft, illegal pharmaceutical sales, or distribut-
ing counterfeit goods, go relatively unchecked 
in the digital realm. 

“Criminals can raid bank accounts without 
even leaving home,” he said. “Purveyors and 
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consumers of child pornography have alarm-
ingly turned to computers to conduct their 
business. Worse yet, children can be preyed 
upon in our very own homes with a few clicks 
of a mouse.” (Campbell, 2004).

Often times the problem does not arise from 
deciding whether or not a crime has been com-
mitted, but in finding an effective method that 
quickly and accurately determines the scope 
and magnitude of the perpetrator’s organization 
or a criminal’s nefarious activities (Wardman, 
Warner, McCalley, Turner, & Skjellum, 2010). 
“Gathering and analyzing evidence in cases of 
cybercrime is a crucial problem to be solved. It 
requires not only special tactics of investigative 
and organizational actions, but also particular 
knowledge of computer hardware and software.” 
(Golubev, n.d.).

Law enforcement currently identifies sev-
eral prevalent types of online crimes, but these 
crimes are considered difficult to prosecute ef-
fectively. One such cybercrime is counterfeit 
banking websites, also known as phishing. The 
principle behind this scam is to deceive unwary 
Internet users into thinking the website they are 
visiting is owned by an organization to which the 
users are affiliated (Wardman & Warner, 2008). 
Often, the scam will convince the user that some 
form of unusual activity has taken place on their 
account and the only way to fix the error is for 
them to verify their user credentials and private 
information (Jakobsson & Myers, 2006). Instead 
of fixing the problem, the user’s sensitive infor-
mation is sent to a criminal, where it is used for a 
variety of purposes such as withdrawing money 
(Li & Schmitz, 2009) or selling the information in 
Internet chat rooms (Jakobsson & Myers, 2006). 
Another form of cybercrime is the distribution 
of malware through the execution of code on 
a malicious website. This technique is often re-
ferred to as a “drive-by” (Provos, Mavrommatis, 
Rajab, & Monrose, 2008). Malware is malicious 
software (i.e., viruses, trojan horses, and worms) 
that is used to provide unauthorized access to a 
computer system, such as allowing the installa-
tion of back doors into the machines, stealing of 

personal information, and many other problems. 

Often, the user is not even aware that their sys-

tem has become compromised.

Spammed emails are often the delivery mech-

anism for such attacks. Spam is unsolicited email 

messages sent in bulk, typically offering coun-

terfeit or non-existent goods such as watches 

or various ‘enhancement’ pills (Cranor & LaMac-

chia, 1998). These websites are usually illegal in 

the U.S. because their offered services fall under 

a violation of a federal law, such as the Canned 

Spam Act (Federal Trade Commission, 2009), or 

because selling controlled substances without 

a pharmaceutical license and valid prescription 

is illegal (U.S. Department of Justice). Some of 

these sites also use the acquired credit card in-

formation for other illegal activity.

While creating or running such websites is il-

legal, a lack of consistent prosecution and pun-

ishment does little to deter the criminals. There 

are several methods that are currently employed 

when dealing with illegal websites, however 

these methods are ineffective. One common 

method is to take down the website. While the 

content may be removed, it does not send a 

message that this type of action is not tolerated. 

Another solution for targeting these sites is the 

‘whack-a-mole’ method, which involves simply 

picking certain websites at random and attempt-

ing to bring them to justice. While this does send 

a message to criminals that there is a chance 

of prosecution, it is ‘hit and miss’ and does not 

place a priority on the bigger criminals online.

In both physical and cybercrimes, it is impor-

tant to effectively apply resources to match the 

severity of the crime. Due to the complexity and 

relative anonymity of the Internet, it remains dif-

ficult for investigators to determine without time 

consuming efforts, the prevalence of a particular 

criminal or scheme. For example, a cybercrimi-

nal might run a phishing scam that only takes 

$5 from each person’s bank account. The loss 

of five dollars to one person is minor and would 

not be worth an investigator’s time, however 

if the criminal stole five dollars from 100,000 
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people it becomes a very serious offense worth 
prosecuting. Therefore, it is imperative to utilize 
valuable resources to organize online crimes 
by frequency and severity. Investigators should 
target prevalent cybercriminals rather than mi-
nor offenders. The state of Virginia has already 
begun to crack down on cybercrimes, “Besides 
child pornography and Internet fraud the force 
will concentrate on illegal “spamming”, comput-
er hacking and intrusion, and intellectual prop-
erty crimes.” (Campbell, 2004). 

This research can help address the limited in-
vestigative resources by eliciting prevalent pat-
terns in spammed domains as well as providing 
a much faster approach to identifying prime sus-
pects. In this research, a case study is conduct-
ed on domains mainly used for hosting online 
pharmacies that sell controlled substances with-
out a prescription or a pharmaceutical license 
to do so. A prototype was developed to gather 
WHOIS and domain information and cluster the 
retrieved data in order to determine the promi-
nent criminals.

Related Work

Many methods have been employed in the 
efforts to detect, prevent, and trace spam as 
well as map out spam campaign behavior. Some 
spam investigation and clustering techniques 
use fuzzy matching to cluster text commonly 
found in the body or subject line of a spam mes-
sage (Wei, 2009), or natural language processing 
techniques to generate feature sets via a weight-
ed voting algorithm (Saeedian & Beigy, 2008). 
Other researchers have clustered spam using a 
vector space model generated by a spherical k-
means algorithm to find a centroid of a cluster 
to use as a representative for the cluster. This 
enables labeling of the cluster’s members as 
‘spam’ or ‘not spam’ (Sasaki & Shinnou, 2005).

As the various spam detection techniques have 
evolved, so too have the spamming techniques. 
Spammers have began to employ image-based 
spam messages in which the put their spam 

messages and URL links in images and spam the 
images (RedCondor Inc., 2009). While this tech-
nique successfully protects the spam message 
from text-based detection, image-based detec-
tion techniques have proven to be successful 
in clustering and labeling image-based spam. 
These techniques detect images that are nearly 
the same, more formally known as “near dupli-
cate detection” (Mehta, Nangia, Gupta, & Nejdl, 
2008) or by image segmentation, where the im-
ages are broken down into various components 
and tested in different ways with other images 
(Zhang, Chen, Chen, & Warner, 2009). 

Although all of these techniques have proven 
to be effective defenses against spamming, and 
for spam clustering, they fail in terms of helping 
law enforcement officials to easily track down 
the parties responsible for the spam campaigns 
and fraudulent websites. Some techniques have 
been employed in various studies to aid cluster-
ing techniques by looking at the IP addresses 
hosting the domains (Wei, Sprague, Warner, & 
Skjellum, 2010). Other researchers have resort-
ed to a more sophisticated implementation of 
image-based clustering by first performing con-
tent-based clustering. Then the approach fetches 
the main index page of the spam domains in the 
bodies of the messages to do the image cluster-
ing. This clustering links the content-based clus-
ters together with the visual inspections of the 
images gathered from the spam domains (Chen 
& Zhang, 2009). This technique performs well 
with clustering related spam campaigns togeth-
er; however, the sender information that was 
extracted in the content-based process can be 
easily spoofed which would leave investigators 
with little information to go on. Other detection 
and clustering techniques also suffer in this way. 

By gathering the WHOIS information on the 
spam domains we can see who these spam do-
mains really belong to and cluster the domains 
(and spam) based on that. If there are multiple 
spam campaigns spamming thousands of differ-
ent domains in different formats, the campaigns 
would easily be identified and clustered as sepa-
rate, unrelated campaigns. However, by collect-
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ing the WHOIS data on the domains and gather-
ing the ASN information on the IPs, the domains 
will link together and reveal that different spam 
campaigns are in fact related, even though they 
appear to be different. Furthermore, by track-
ing the dates that the domains were first and 
last observed, the information that has been 
collected can be laid across a time line to de-
termine trends in spamming activity based on 
the domains being spammed. The implementa-
tion of using WHOIS data has been used before, 
but only in a limited fashion such as to validate 
relationships of previously clustered data (Wei, 
Sprague, Warner, & Skjellum, Mining Spam Email 
to Identify Common Origins for Forensic Appli-
cation, 2008).

The Data Set 

A large increase in volume of .ru (country code 
for Russia) domains in the UAB Spam Data Mine 

was detected, prompting further investigation as 
to why there had been such an increase. Investi-
gators of spamming domains can observe when 
the domains were created and how they were 
used to spam by reviewing information stored in 
the UAB Spam Data Mine. Initial analysis of the do-
mains reveals that the first and last dates of mes-
sages sending these domains were spammed on 
average for 5.2 days and had a median of 1 day. 
There were 236 domains that have been included 
in spam over 100 days. Several of these domains 
were associated with large Russian Internet com-
panies. These domains make up smaller clusters 
not detailed in this paper. However, the vast ma-
jority (97%) of the domains in the data set were 
spammed for three days or less. Figure 1 illus-
trates the percentage of all .ru domains spammed 
over a set number of days. While this information 
is useful to investigators, it doesn’t help with iden-
tifying where the spamming domains are hosted, 
or who is responsible for creating the domains.

Figure 1 – Illustrates the percentage of all .ru domains spammed of given time periods
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Methodology

To collect information about who is respon-
sible for creating the spam domains and where 
they are being hosted, “WHOIS” requests are 
employed to collect basic registration informa-
tion on the domains. The Russian country code 
domains (i.e., www.somedomain[.ru]) were 
parsed from spammed emails observed in the 
UAB Spam Data Mine and compiled into a list of 
domains that were going to be targeted for the 

WHOIS requests. Registrants of domain names 
are required to register and purchase the do-
main from a domain registrar such as GoDaddy.
com. This registration information is kept by the 
registrar’s office and publicly hosted on the reg-
istrar’s WHOIS server. The WHOIS prototype for 
this study obtains the registration information, 
extracts fields, and inserts the parsed fields into 
a database. While the collection of the WHOIS in-
formation sounds simplistic, there are a handful 
of challenging obstacles to overcome. 

Table 1: The left column is WHOIS registration information from GoDaddy while the right column is registration information 
from eNom.
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One major problem encountered with pars-
ing registration information is the lack of stan-
dard format for registration information. A key 
component of the WHOIS prototype is the use of 
regular expressions to find the fields in the infor-
mation. Many registrars have similar formatting, 
but slight variations that would render regular 
expressions ineffective. For example, the regis-
tration information format for GoDaddy can be 
viewed in the left column of Table 1, while the 
registration information format for eNom can be 
viewed in the right column. Both registrars have 
similar structure; however, there are clearly dif-
ferences in the two structures that make it dif-
ficult to parse using generic regular expression. 
An example of such a case is the creation date of 
these websites. The words before the date read 
“Creation Date:” and “Created on:” for both col-
umns respectively, so a regular expression look-
ing for the word “Creat” followed by more letters 
and possible spaces may prove to be too unreli-
able. A different attempt may be to try to use the 
format of the date for a regular expression but 
again this is not reliable either seeing as there are 
many different formats for dates. The eNom reg-
istrar’s information in the right column includes 
the time as well as the date. This further demon-
strates the differences in information formatting. 

The only other solution is to create a parser for 
each registrar’s specific format; however, there 
are a limitless number of different registrars for 
.com domains. This gets even worse when you 
need the information for domains that end in 
country codes such as “.cn” or “.ru.” ICANN allows 
individual countries the ability to have control 
over their own country code domains (e.g., .cn, 
.ru, or .us). To retrieve the registration informa-
tion for a .cn domain, the network information 
center responsible for keeping registration data 
for that country code must be contacted. The Chi-
nese country code (.cn) domain information or a 
referral for more information on the website lo-
cated somewhere else, can be found at Asian Pa-
cific Network Information Center (APNIC). For reg-
istration information on the .cn domain, a query 
would be submitted to the APNIC WHOIS server 

and the registration information about the web-

site would be returned. However, the information 

returned is not only in English, but also Chinese. 

Even though English text is present, the text is 

more of a translation and does not match the 

common English key words that would be sought 

for in the information during parsing.

The most reliable approach to gather WHOIS 

information as well as additional domain infor-

mation is to parse lexically identifiable strings 

such as email addresses and name servers. An 

example of using regular expressions is finding 

the standard format of an email address using: 

[\d\w!#\$%&\’\*\+\- 
\/=\?\^_`\{\|\}~\.]+@\S+\.\w{2,6}

This regular expression is searching for one or 

more digits, letters, and all of the special symbols 

allowed in proper email address format, followed 

by an “@” symbol, followed by any other potential 

non-whitespace characters for the domain that the 

email address belongs to, followed by a period, 

followed by 2 to 6 letters. Email addresses always 

have this type of format and therefore, they can 

always be caught like this. Name servers, which 

are clearly listed in the registration information 

examples in table 1, follow the same principle, 

except that they are similar to domain names. To 

ensure a domain name is not parsed out, a check 

to the parse statement ignores strings contain-

ing “www.” as it is probably the website’s domain 

name. 

The email address is useful to investigators 

as the domain cannot be activated until it has 

been verified via an email message. If a criminal 

wanted to create thirty fraudulent domains, then 

he would have his email address listed on each 

domains’ registration information. We can there-

fore use that email address to cluster websites. 

Skillful criminals could use thirty different email 

addresses to activate the thirty domains. This is 

where the use of other domain information such 

as the name servers could be applied. 
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Since some criminals register many domains 
with the same registrar, they can sometimes be 
clustered by sharing the same name servers. This 
clustering can occur because when the criminal 
does not explicitly state the name server they will 
be using, the registrar will provide the domain 
with one. When large clusters of suspicious do-
mains appear, a quick investigation of the email 
addresses may reveal that the domains are owned 
by the same individual because that individual 
may use those email addresses for other things 
which would link them together inferring that they 
are either being used by the same person, or they 
belong to people that work together in a group; 
moreover, clustering based on name servers can 
infer relationships in how the domains are con-
figured. Registrars also have the ability to assign 
domains with an IP address, as it has a license to 
sublease a specific quantity of IP addresses to do-
mains based on what class of IP license that the 
registrar owns. This license is identified by the Au-
tonomous System Numbering information. When 
a domain name is entered into the address bar of 
a web browser, it queries name servers for the do-
main it is searching for, and in return, gets the IP 
address for that domain. The browser then follows 
referrals until it reaches the name server that the IP 
is hosted on. Having the name server information 
is very useful, but there is still a slight problem 
with obtaining the name server from the WHOIS 
information. Even though parsing the name server 
is reliable, the standards for keeping registration 
information are still a wild card. Not every registrar 
lists the name server for that domain in its reg-
istration information. For this reason, other infor-
mation is collected to ensure that there is enough 
data for reliable leads for investigation. 

More features of the domain that are collected 
are the associated IP address and ASN informa-
tion. The solution to obtaining each website’s IP 
is to ping the website, capture the returned infor-
mation, and parse the IP address. The IP address 
is used to look up the ASN using a built-in Unix 
WHOIS command instructed to query the WHOIS 
server at Team Cymru (Team Cymru). This WHOIS 
server that keeps track of all ASN assignees. The 

returned information from the query is parsed 
and the ASN name and number are extracted. 

An agglomerative hierarchical clustering al-
gorithm was developed to cluster the domains 
based on the collected data mentioned above. 
The clustering algorithm initially joins domains 
based on each feature. For example, when two 
domains are hosted on the same IP address, those 
domains will be grouped together in the same 
cluster. Once all the domains are clustered with 
respect to each feature, the feature clusters are 
then joined based on the domains. The results 
of this joining of information are analyzed below. 

Discussion

The discussion of this paper is broken into 
three sections: spam clustering analysis, a time-
based analysis, and finally, the results of a cus-
tom developed visualization tool. Analysis of the 
results in the spam clustering presented prob-
lems with respect to time as the clustering pro-
cess provided a high level view of how the spam 
was being registered, however, it was not clear 
how it evolved over time. Therefore a section was 
added that provides insight into how .ru spam 
domains were being created and reused. Howev-
er, the question remained of which entities were 
responsible for the domains over a certain time 
period. In response to this question, a custom 
visualization tool was developed for visualizing 
spam and WHOIS data. The usefulness of this tool 
is described and accompanied by a discussion of 
the visualized data. Finally, summarization of po-
tential findings is presented.

Spam Clustering Analysis
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the regis-

tration information analysis, 10,808 Russian pill 
spam domains were inserted into a list and were 
handed off to the WHOIS prototype. The WHOIS 
prototype took around six hours to collect the 
registration information as some WHOIS servers 
required the program to throttle its queries due 
to bandwidth restrictions. The clustering of the 
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information revealed twelve email addresses that 
were major contributors for registering the ille-
gal pill websites. Each email address inserted into 
the database was tagged with a unique domain id 
number, and that domain id number is a unique 
identifier for the domain’s registration informa-
tion. Furthermore, an actual copy of the spam 
message containing that particular domain name 
can be extracted from the UAB Spam Data Mine 
for more evidence. Prominent email addresses are 
generally the primary focus for investigators; how-
ever, the investigators can also use Autonomous 
System Numbering assignees to potentially under-
stand where these websites are being hosted and 
who is hosting the websites. The ASN entities dis-
tribute IP addresses from their assigned IP range 
to the domain registrars. These registrars can pro-
vide the domain with an IP address, as well as to 
ISPs that grant individual IP addresses to the pub-
lic. The most-frequently occurring ASN out of ap-
proximately eleven thousand domains was a Kore-
an ASN block called KRNIC-ASBLOCK-AP. This ASN 
block is comprised of sub-groups of Korean ASNs 
but the ASNs are grouped together in a “block”. 
This block is associated with 2,970 total websites 
hosted on its IP address range, accounting for 
about one-third of the domains in the list. The sec-
ond largest ASN was a British ASN called BESTISP-
AS which had a total of 2,680 websites hosted on 
its IP address range. If just these two ASNs were to 
revoke the pill spam sites’ IP addresses, then the 
total count for this tremendous cluster would be 
cut in half. The top 10 ASNs are listed in Table 3.

Table 2: The top twelve email ddresses and the number of 
domains registere

Number of 
Registered Domains Email Address

1594 voycehovskiy68@mail.ru

515 altsrv@googlemail.com
407 wasa1974@hotnnail.com
403 maxbaev@invitra.ru
352 skrsky@anyweb.info
302 mikepanin1990@gmail.com
284 annatrsv@gmail.com
220 vasa1974@hotnnail.com
170 i-nikitin.2000@gmail.com
125 jeez@gnnail.com
119 altsrv@gmail.com
105 nikolatesla@mails.ru

Table 3: The top 10 ASN hosting pill domains in their IP 
range. 

Domain Count ASN

2970 KRNIC-KOREAN NETBLOCK

2680 BESTISP-AS

948 MTNCABLE

681 CHINANET-BACKBONE

264 Eveloz

248 OVH

191 MASTERHOST-AS

145 COLOHOST

86 RTCOMM-AS

78 MYKRIS-AS-MY

The last part of the analysis was the name 
servers which provided unexpected results. For 
example, approximately 3,000 websites are host-
ed on the KRNIC’s IP address range, which are 
Korean ASNs, yet all of the name servers are lo-
cated in China. The second largest ASN, BESTISP, 
is British, but only around 55% of the websites 
in its IP range had name servers hosted in the 
UK. Further analysis of 2,680 websites hosted 
on BESTISP revealed that roughly 1,350 associ-
ated name servers are hosted in Netherland. The 
other 4% are either hosted in China or Russia, 
while around 1% resides in Czech Republic. Most 
of the remaining name servers for all other ASNs 
are hosted in either Russia or China; however, 
there are still a number of name servers hosted 
in the UK, Malaysia, and Netherlands. This loca-
tion pattern is interesting because it is leading 
to one of two possible hypotheses about a trend 
emerging from analyzing the clusters. However, 
to fully understand this trend, sections of the i2 
chart will be examined. Appendix A contains the 
entire main cluster which consists of 9,488 of the 
10,808 domains analyzed in this research. 

The color code of the clustered information is 
as follows - the green links are connections from 
the website to the ASN that the IP resolved to. 
Blue links are the connections from the website 
to the name server(s) listed in the website’s reg-
istration information. Red links are connections 
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from the website to the email address that was 
used to register the website. And finally, black 

links are the connections from the website to its 

IP address. 

Figure 2- Tier One and Two

Analysis of the largest wedges of each color 
illustrates the top investigative elements in this 
research. These elements of interest are identi-
fied visually by the points of inflection that are 
created by having so many connections. Start-
ing at the very top of the chart, shown in Figure 
2, is the KRNIC ASN Block. Below the large por-
tion of green lines are associated domains. Each 
row of domains will refer to a specific tier in the 
cluster with this first occurrence of domains sig-
nifying Tier One. These domains then connect 
to a manageable number of name servers and 
email addresses which are the middle inflection 
points just below Tier One. Further analysis of 
the middle inflection points reveals the email ad-
dress mikepanin1990@gmail.com which is iden-
tified by this research as one of the twelve most 
common email addresses used to register .ru 
spam domains. This email address is account-
able for a noticeable portion of the connections 
between the domains of Tiers One and Two be-

cause it is associated to many domains hosted 
on KRNIC and a Canadian ASN, MTNCABLE. The 
other major points of inflection are the Chinese 
name servers which are hosting sites from KR-
NIC and MTNCABLE. The Tier Two row indicated 
in Figure 2 is composed of domains which are 
connected to both Tiers One and Three by com-
mon ASN or name server. One of the main at-
tributes that forms the bridge-like link through 
Tier Two is the Colohost ASN which is the main 
inflection point located below Tier Two in Fig-
ure 2. Adjacent to MTNCABLE is another top 
12 email address, altsrv@googlemail.com. This 
email address accounts for 515 of the websites 
in MTNCABLE which is more than half of the sites 
in MTNCABLE’s IP range. MTNCABLE is the third 
largest ASN in this study with 948 sites within 
its IP range, yet all of its sites are on name serv-
ers in China. This elicits yet another unexpected 
result returned from the geo-coding of the do-
mains’ name servers. 
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Figure 3 - Tier two and second bridge

Figure 3 shows Tiers Three and Four of the 
cluster which are tied to Tier One mainly by the 
ASNs BESTISP and COLOHOST and the email ad-
dress mikepanin1990@gmail.com. BESTISP is 
the British ASN described previously that uses 
name servers either in the UK or the Nether-
lands. A significant portion of these domains 
follow the unusual practice of using their own 
domain for the name server resolution. As an ex-
ample, the domain refilluther29s.ru has a name 
server called ns1.refilluther29s.ru. In addition, 
most legitimate domains are hosted on at least 
two name servers. The domain name choices are 
also suspicious, as if created by selecting ran-
dom words from a category list composed of a 

word related to pharmaceuticals, such as drugs 

or med, followed by a person’s first or last name 

followed by two numbers and a letter. For ex-

ample, “ns1.drugstodd48m.ru” and “tabtom34o.

ru” are examples of many patterns observed.

Looking at the red wedges in Figure 3, three 

more of the top email addresses in this tier are 

easily observed, especially the most commonly 

observed email address, voycehovskiy68@mail.

ru used to register about one-third of the web-

sites in this tier. The other two email addresses 

are prominent links from Tier Three to Tier Four, 

along with a couple of Chinese and Russian 

name servers.
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Figure 4 - Tiers Four through Nine

Figure 4 displays the fourth tier down to the 

ninth tier at the bottom of the pill site cluster. 

The very top of Tier Four is predominately con-

nected by two of the top 10 ASNs CHINANET-

BACKBONE and Eveloz. The domains connected 

to Eveloz, an ASN in Panama, are using name 

servers hosted in the UK, the Czech Republic, 

Vietnam, or Malaysia, while the domains on IPs 

in the CHINANET-BACKBONE use Chinese or Rus-

sian name servers. This behavior indicates a 

migration trend between the locations of name 

servers. Along with the name server geography, 

Tier Four also contains two of the top 10 ASNs 

that are the main connections between Tiers 

Four and Five. From Tier Four to Tier Five the 

primary connections are name servers based in 

Russia and China, although there are also name 

servers in Germany and the United Kingdom. 

Further down Tier Five there is an emergence 

of a dominant trend of Russian name servers. 

There are a few Belgium name servers but no 

sign of Chinese or British name servers. By com-
paring the geographical locations of the name 
servers from Tier One down to the bottom-most 
tier, a migration pattern emerges. This migra-
tion pattern can be the result of two possibilities 
depending on time. 

If the domains in the Russian domain data set 
from the UAB Spam Data Mine are stretched out 
across a long period of time, then it is possible 
that this population growth in name servers in 
Russia are from international cyber-criminals 
migrating their illegal online activities to Rus-
sia. However, if the time span of these observed 
dates is only for a short period of time, then this 
could indicate that there is either a group of Rus-
sian criminals working together, or that there is 
a growing trend of online crime in Russia. Be-
cause the spam dates of the Russian domains 
in the UAB Spam Data Mine are observable, it is 
possible to do a timeline analysis of these do-
mains. 
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Time-Based Analysis

Figure 5 contains three different charts rep-
resenting domain and IP activity for the top ten 
countries that were observed to be hosting the 
websites in the data set. The chart in the upper 
left corner is the number of .ru domains per 
country per month over the course of a year, 
whereas, the chart in the upper right corner 
shows the number of unique IP addresses ob-
served from the top ten countries per month 
over the same time period. Finally, the chart 
on the bottom shows the number of unique 
Russian domains new to the UAB Spam Data 
Mine spammed per day over the course of a 
year. This chart demonstrates exactly what 

days a new spam campaign (sending of a do-
main) started. The three charts in Figure 5 not 
only show the timeline for the activity, but also 
the emergence of a spam campagin. It is ob-
served that in the beginning of the year the 
number of newly created .ru domains being 
spammed was very little, which is indicative 
of the same domains being heavily spammed. 
After half of the year has passed by with the 
same domains being heavily spammed, it is 
easy for the domains to get blacklisted which 
in turn effectively cripples the domain from 
being spammed. It is believed that as spam-
mers became aware of the blacklisting being 
implemented by spam filters, they began to 
play with hosting options.

Figure 5 – Domain and IP activity for .ru top level domains
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By creating many domains with only a few dif-
ferent IP addresses, they where able to outrun the 
domain name blacklisting but only for a month 
or so until the IP was blacklisted. The spammers 
also created many domains with many IP ad-
dresses which was able to defeat the blacklist-
ing. The large spikes in all three charts help with 
the perspective of this massive domain/IP explo-
sion. Spammers created more domains in just a 
couple of days than they had in six months. 

Description of the Visualization Tool

Considering the big volume of WHOIS data 
and thus the challenge it possesses to get in-
sight into the information it contains, software 
was developed to visualize the data for a closer 
look. As input, the software took the spam and 
WHOIS information including the spammed do-
mains, first and last dates of email messages 
sending these domains, IP address of the do-
mains and email address associated with them. 
Then an interactive bar diagram was developed 
to visualize this data. The tool provides an inter-
active interface with color codes to allow easy 
exploration of the data. 

The major goal of this visualization tool was 
to look at evolution of spam domains associated 
with a given email address through time. It could 
be altered to look at the relation of those do-
mains with associated IP address, to see if differ-
ent domains existing at different points of time 
shared same IP address. In addition, finding pat-
terns within the creation domains by different 
email addresses was an interest too. 

First the data was reorganized into clusters, 
with each cluster representing details of the 

activities of an email address. Using the start-
ing and ending dates for spammed message re-
lated to a domain as an event and each cluster 
included the following information: set of dates 
when events occurred, total number of domains 
launched on each event date, total number of 
domains shut down on each date, and the set of 
unique IP addresses associated with the cluster

The capabilities and labels for the visualiza-
tion’s bar diagram of the email clusters can be 
found below:

•	 X-axis	–	sorted	event	dates

•	 +ve	 Y-axis	 –	 the	 number	 of	 new	 domains	
started at a given date

•	 -ve	Y-axis	–	the	number	of	websites	still	op-
erating/active by the end of a day

•	 color	bands	of	+ve	Y-axis	bars	–	each	unique	
color represents a unique IP address for the 
cluster

•	 zoom	 in	and	out	–	provides	closer	 look	at	
desired regions in visualization

Usefulness of the Visualization Tool
The tool provides an effective way to look at 

the spam and WHOIS data. By looking at the bar 
diagram produced for an individual registrant 
(i.e. email address), one can easily see the fol-
lowing information:

•	 Time	span	between	which	the	spammer	was	
active

•	 Size	of	the	attacks	made	at	different	dates

•	 IP	addresses	involved

•	 Size	and	dates	of	attacks	made	using	each	
unique IP address (i.e. from different places)
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Furthermore, visualizing multiple clusters at 
the same time allows comparison of activity of 
two registrants. It can reveal interesting facts 
like: if two people were active at the same time, 
followed same pattern, working in same loca-
tion. If one of the registrants stopped being ac-

tive and the other started at a single point in 
time, it may indicate that a single person is in-
volved in both attacks but changed identity and 
location.

Analysis of the Visualization Results

Figure 6 – A demonstration screenshot of the domain plot for wasa1974@honnail.com using the visualization tool.

The bar diagrams presented in Figures 6 and 
7 as well as Appendix B, for a larger picture, il-
lustrates the ability of the tool to present a vi-
zualization to the user with the information that 
would be otherwise difficult obtain. Figure 6 is 
a screenshot of the tool with the email address 
wasa1974@honnail.com as input. This screen-
shot demonstrates every utility of the tool ex-
cept the tools ability to zoom in and out, which 
is accomplished by holding down the left mouse 
button and moving the mouse forward or back-
ward. As mentioned in the description of the 
tool, the x-axis is time, the bars above the x-
axis are representative of the number of unique 
domains spammed that day, and finally the light 
blue bars below the x-axis are the number of do-

mains still active after the day it was spammed. 
Each color variation, delineated by the white 
stripes, represents the number of domains on a 
particular IP address.

As illustrated by the multicolored bars in Fig-
ure 6, from the July 6th to July 17th wasa1974@
honnail.com registered many domains on 
many different IP addresses. Around July 24th, 
wasa1974@honnail.com started using three dif-
ferent IP addresses as observed in the large span 
of bars with the singular red color. On August 
23rd, the final day of registered domains by that 
email address, there is a large black bar that in-
dicates that all of the domains, largest peak of 
Figure 6, was hosted on only one IP address.
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Figure 7 – A demonstration screenshot of the domain plot for voycehovskiy68@mail.ru using the visualization tool.

Another example of the visualization tool can 
be observed in Figure 7. This diagram contains 
the domain and IP pattern for voycehovskiy68@
mail.ru, the email address with the largest num-
ber of domains registered. This email address 
hosted a majority of the domains on a single 
IP. This may be indicative to the domains being 
hosted on a bullet-proof server (i.e. a hosting 
company or server in which the content is diffi-
cult to get removed from the Internet). The large 
sets of black bars were all registered between 
the beginning and end of July. These large set 
of black bars as well as the large set of multicol-
ored bars in Figure 6 are consistent with what 
was observed in July of Figure 5. In addition, 
the domains from voycehovskiy68@mail.ru and 
wasa1974@honnail.com had similar patterns of 
starting in the beginning of July and finishing on 
August 23rd and both were registering a consis-
tently lower number of domains in August than 
in July. Given the similar activity observed, it is 
believed that these email addresses are either 
the same person, or work together in the same 
group.

Observations of the top eleven email ad-
dresses that were used to register domains in 
the largest cluster showed that after July 17th, 
2010 all of the domains per email address were 

hosted on only one to five IP addresses. Whereas 
prior to this date, domains were hosted on many 
IP addresses. These results are similar to what 
is observed in Figure 5, however, these IP ad-
dresses are only associated to email addresses 
in the largest cluster and are not representative 
of all the pill spam activity (i.e. smaller clusters 
that were not fully analyzed).

Discussion of Findings

As the name server hosting migrates to Rus-
sia, the question arises whether criminal activity 
in Russia is increasing, or whether Russian crimi-
nals are encountering difficulties hosting their 
infrastructure in foreign countries. Appendix A 
illustrates how the cluster takes the shape of a 
ladder-like structure with the rungs increasing in 
size as the chart progresses upwards. The first 
explanation for this progressive-like behavior 
would be that these websites have been running 
for a while. It would seem like it must take a lot 
of time for all of these websites to be created and 
hosted, but with a standard website template al-
ready developed, it leaves the criminal with little 
to do but to come up with a name for the website 
and find a registrar to host the website. By physi-
cally visiting the sites and looking at the layouts, 
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the observation was made that there are only 
a few variations of these sites which indicates 
that the criminals are indeed using a standard 
template. To test the idea that these criminals 
can rapidly upload their websites to the Inter-
net, all that needs to be done is to look at the 
creation date of the domains which is provided 
in the registration information for each domain. 
Additionally, by keeping copies of the registra-
tion information, evidence about these websites 
can be further preserved as well as enable more 
in-depth examination of the information. How-
ever, reviewing the registration records to see 
the timeline of the websites will not be neces-
sary because this timeline analysis has already 
been observed in the section that introduced our 
data set which effectively eliminates the possi-
bility that these websites have been active for a 
long period of time. 

The time line analysis on the spamming dates 
and days spammed reveals that the majority of 
websites are indeed being created rapidly. The 
creation dates from the websites that have the 
top 12 email addresses listed in the registra-
tion information span from the first of June to 
mid-August, while previous to these dates much 
fewer domains were being registered by many 
email address. This conclusion also supports the 
other hypothesis that shows the lack of criminal 
prosecution to these types of crimes and is al-
most an encouragement to these criminals. The 
current tendency for handling websites that sell 
prescription drugs is to simply shut down the 
website. Shutting down the website does not 
send a message that would deter the criminal 
from committing anymore crime. As a result of 
this, the criminal has low risk but high reward 
and can setup another website within hours. 
Without the use of punishment as a deterrent, 
the cyber-criminal will simply create more sites, 
and encourage others to join in on the online 
cyber-crime world. The smaller tiers at the bot-
tom of the chart are probably coming from peo-
ple who are “testing the waters” for this type of 
crime. Since the lower tiers are primarily hosted 
in Russia, the lack of punishment for these types 

of crimes in Russia or slower shutdowns could 
be why these tiers are spawning up, not because 
criminals are migrating to Russian hosting. 

Conclusion

It is an injustice to only respond to illegal web-
sites by having them removed from the Internet. 
It takes too long for law enforcement to collect 
enough necessary information on all spammed 
domains and analyze the results before the 
websites are shut down. Furthermore, with the 
problems mentioned above about registrars, it is 
easy for criminals to create new email accounts 
and register new malicious domains. Investiga-
tors lack the ability to prove who the prominent 
criminals to pursue are in order to make the 
greatest impact on stopping these websites. The 
standard approach is essentially like a game of 
darts – luck. With the guidance of this research, 
new approaches are introduced to help investi-
gators make significant impact to stop criminals 
effectively, and put them behind bars. 
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1. Introduction

The correct definition of cloud computing 
still has a cloudy appearance in I.T. world. But in 
a layman concern “Cloud computing is the col-
lection of some information, which resolves us-
ers query per its requirement”.

Perhaps the definition of cloud computing can 
be the process of accessing the data and related 
information as per end user requirement along 
with the services provided by the vendor chosen 
by end-user. The data related information could 
be anything like files or programs, etc.

“Cloud” the term can be used as data hub 
where all the require data of user gets store and 
is delivered to the user whenever been asked 

by him. In today’s era the computing world is 
heading towards the cloud computing technol-
ogy and environment, with the matter of fact of 
its advancement. The advancement driven up by 
cloud computing environment is first:

 i. 99.99% availability stream [2]

 ii. Strong network infrastructure

 iii. Platform independency to run applica-
tions.

 iv. Powerful connectivity if internet

 v. Gigantic data hub

Cloud computing can even be defined as the fur-
ther more extension of cluster computing that is 
cloud computing is inheritance of cluster com-
puting along with it services.

DOI: 10.5769/J201202005 or http://dx.doi.org/10.5769/J201202005
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2. Services

Fig. 1 (Services of cloud computing)

2.1 Managed Services:
It manages the services or application deliv-

ering criteria. In fact it believes in handing over 
the application directly to enterprise rather than 
delivering it to end users. Such enterprises act 
as mediators, which finally provides with the 
users with the services in forms of application. 
E.g.: Gmail provides spam filtering service, Cen-
terBeam provides desktop management [1] etc.

2.2 Saas:
Software as a service are the application ser-

vice providers, i.e., they are the vendors which 
provide customers with the application servic-
es. For instance purpose they run a single ma-
jor application is data hub and provide the rest 
functionality to end users though to end users 
through internet server. The various Saas vendor 
are Ramco, SAP, Oracle (for ERP applications), 
oracle (CRM application) and so on.

Various search engines as well as social net-
working sites such as facebook, orkut, twiter, 
etc, are among the Saas agent’s providers.

2.3 Web Service:
Another form of Saas can be termed as web 

services. The only difference is Saas providers 
and web services is that, web services providers 
APIs is the various numerous application devel-
opers, that can be helpful and display in no. of 
applications [1] for instance: smart card process-
ing system etc.

2.4 Utility Computing:
Cloud computing defines its concept of com-

puting through its utility service, which can term 
or determined as the basic us ability of services. 
It basically offers the vital computing resources 
such as virtual server & storage services [1] for 
instance: There are various providers or compa-
nies that provide their end users with virtual win-
dows desktop for those who cannot afford them 
in real for instance:- Desktop two , Sun Micro 
system etc [1].

2.5 Paas:
Platform as services is the further extension 

of Saas, i.e., it emerges out from Saas only. It in 
totality provides a plot form (environment) for 
the application developed and it authentically in-
volves computing resources for initializing the 
application [1], for instance:- Python - based ap-
plication was developed by using Google app en-
gine also initialized the application with no cast 
up until 500mb of storage.

3. Characteristics along with Delivery 
and Deployment Models:

The totality of Cloud Computing can be un-
derstood and be explained by characteristics 
and delivery models along with the essential de-
ployment models [2].
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3.1 Characteristics of Cloud Computing:
 i. Multiple network access simultaneously.

 ii. Prominent Flexibility.

 iii. Pay as per resources demanded.

 iv. Independent resource ditching.

 v. Services as per demand.

 vi. Cloud independency.

3.2 Delivery Models:
Saas (Software as a service)  :  

application service provider to end users.

Paas (Platform as service)  : 
providing platform for deployment of applica-
tion service.

Iaas (Infrastructure as a service) :  
providing infrastructure resources like storage, 

network bandwidth, etc.

3.3 Deployment Model:
Before the deployment model, the character-

istics are needed to be fulfilled along with the 
delivery models, which play a vital role in deploy-
ment of a “cloud”.

i. Internal cloud: - Especially design for pri-
vate enterprise and owned by them with 
safety measures.

ii. External Clouds: - Such clouds are open to 
all i.e. they are publicly available mega in-
frastructure.

iii. Multiple clouds: - They are the composi-
tion of more than one cloud to form any 
element cloud.

iv. Troop Cloud: - Troop Sharing of infrastruc-
ture for similar functionality of various 
troops.

 
4. Architecture Proposed

 

Figure 2 (Proposed Architecture1 of Cloud Computing)
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The proposed architecture defines Cloud 
Computing as: User Interface, System manage-
ment, System Resource management. Where 
further User Interface imparts interface between 
user and server end. Precisely it involves user 
end as well as server end. Along with System 
management provides system catalog. Also it 
manages the massive network of server that are 
running simultaneously as per required by user. 
The System Resource Management imparts re-
source regularity i. e. the regularity of resources 
has been confirmed by System resource man-
agement. Also it provides Provision modules for 
regularity.

5. Existing Architecture:

The already existing Architecture defines the 
three different further architectures: Physical, 
Geographical and Logical. 

Fig.3 (Existing architecture of Cloud Computing)

5.1 Physical architecture:
Clients demand for resources are flexible 

amongst themselves due to which the physical 

servers are not been able to run with fulfillment 
to overcome such problem the technique of vir-
tualization is adopted, in such a technique more 
than single operating system multiple virtual OS 
runs on a single system which decrease the de-
mand for peripheral device.

Firstly, from Data hub centre nodes are be-
ing computed as per the service category. Again 
those nodes are connected in a suitable topol-
ogy, that are further been connected to the net-
work. Then finally, these services are delivered 
to front end i. e. to the organization. Physical 
resource set are the end users. 

5.2 Geographical Architecture:
It comprises for similar structure that of 

physical structure, the only difference is that, in 
geographical architecture there are number of 
services.

Fig. 4(Logical architecture)

5.3 Logical Architecture:
Back end of the logical architecture follows a 

three tier systematic view.

Fig. 5 (Logical architecture) [2]
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The Service Level agreement comprises of the 
contract for the monitoring of services that sat-
isfies the user requirements. SLA even includes 
the jurisdiction I.e. justice along with data pos-
session. This specifies that, particular applica-
tion and its data and a service belongs to a par-
ticular client with whom SLA is formed. It even 
includes output of utilizing the services by some 
other end user.

6. Computer Forensic

It involves the investigation done at computer 
level for the evidence of any crime that has oc-
curred by some computer Digital medium. More 
authentically, it is termed as “Digital Forensic” 
to classify the applied process in forensic per-
formed by some digital devices that run over 
some operating system.

Digital Forensic involves:

 i. Computer Forensic: The fundamental 
factor of computer forensic is to retrieve 
data along with guideline and procedure 
to create legal audit. This audit needs to 
be presentable in court and to be effec-
tively acceptable.

 ii. Intrusion Forensic: The functionality in-
trusion forensic is refers to detect the 
intrusion attack or any suspicious attack 
of any sort of malicious user. It even in-
volves any doubt-able attack against the 
system.

 iii. Network Forensic: The fundamental work 
of intrusion forensic is to refer any nat-
ural source evidence towards crime & 
criminals through which the crime can 
be investigated further. It involves keep-
ing track of network accessing factor. In 
further content; network along with in-
trusion forensic will tackle the issue of 
network forensic.

 iv. Mobile Forensic: It refers to the crime 
that is being conducted through mobile 
phones as their medium. As the users of 
mobile phones are maximum in today’s 
era therefore, maximum crime are being 
conducted through it only.

In whole, the forensic involving cloud com-
puting technique considerably involves comput-
er forensic along with some advances of intru-
sion network forensic. The actual definition of 
cloud forensic is cloudy as like cloud computing 
but alternatively, “computer forensic can termed 
as information that can act as a proof to deter-
mine crime characteristics efficiently evidence 
through digital medium”. Digital medium can 
even be replaced by computer medium.

7. Cloud Forensic

Cloud Forensic can be defined as a subpart 
of Network Forensic also it is a core application 
within Digital Forensic [7]. Which means Cloud 
Forensic is a part of both- Network forensic as 
well as Digital Forensic.

It is also a cross over product of Cloud Com-
puting and digital Forensic. That means it inves-
tigates about the attacks taking place through 
digital medium in the cloud world. Secondly, it 
is a sub category of Network Forensic because 
all crimes investigated are carried over Network 
Layer. As a result of which all the crimes are usu-
ally detected at Network Layer only. It follows 
the set of techniques and measures to catch 
away the crime in cloud environment.

7.1 Detection of Crime in Cloud Environ-
ment:

To detect any crime which is being held or 
about to be held in the cloud can be done by fol-
lowing certain measures. These measures could 
be followed at fundamental levels as well as high 
level too. That may involve various safety mea-
sures that need to be implemented by cloud ser-
vice providers. Few of such measures are 

 i.  Malicious User Detection:

The measures can be taken to detect 
whether the user who have login to the 
account is genuine or some malicious 
user, who wants to retrieve the data of 
some other real users.
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a. To attain this measure cloud service 
provider can ask the user to gener-
ate more complex and strong pass-
word at the time of creating his ac-
count.

b. The service provider can use a 
multi-way security verification code 
check every time when user login to 
his account.

c. The cloud system could be set in 
such a way that every time when the 
user login to his account, a verifica-
tion question can be asked by sys-
tem whose answer should match 
with the real data saved in the cloud 
database.

 ii.  Secured Protocol:

The protocol involves in the cloud envi-
ronment should be made more secure 
and advance, which can assure more se-
curity to user’s data.

UDP is an unreliable protocol which 
should be avoided in the data packet 
transfer, whereas on the other hand 
https is a secured protocol which should 
be taken in consideration by cloud ser-
vice. Such protocols impart security to 
the user data at the time of data transfer 
from one user account to the other.

 iii. Session Security:

In order to impart safer cloud environ-
ment to the user, the session created 
should be of lesser period of time which 
means sessions should be made secured 
by reducing the time interval of session 
expiry.

With this process, it would be difficult for 
hacker to peep into the session of some 
user.

8. A New Approach- An Endeavour

Digital Forensic as defined by NIST is the ap-
plication of science to identification, collection, 
examination and analysis of data while preserv-
ing the integrity of information and maintaining 
a strict chain of custody for data [8].

Therefore it is an attempt for investigating the 
crime. It is an approach to get through the root 
cause of the crime which ultimately leads to the 
criminal mind behind it. The various approaches 
of forensic in cloud environment are

8.1 Snapshots: Snapshots are a mean by which a 
client can preserve any specific state of virtu-
al machine. This paper reviews that not only 
the client but also the service provider can 
keep a track of what clients are doing in the 
cloud and can have snapshots of any suspi-
cious act.

The virtual cloud states can easily lose their 
integrity as they are accessible by both client 
and the service provider. But also a service 
provider can keep an eye over the acts of cli-
ent and can keep a record, if the act is suspi-
cious in his view, some way or the other. And 
once the snapshot from service provider end 
is being taken it can be freeze and its integ-
rity can be maintained.

8.2 Network layer: The OSI model provides infor-
mation about each layer individually as well 
as it imparts information or integration of 
the layer. Network layer in the system do not 
provide log data from its respective compo-
nents. Also of the malware infection occur at 
Iaas Virtual Machine, it would be difficult to 
retrieve any routing information.[8]. To over-
come such problem various security checks 
can be applied at network layer. Also, the 
security check have to quality to store the 
data and information which has been passed 
through it. That could a precise way to inves-
tigate about crime at cloud level.

8.3 System Layer of Client: The services of cloud 
are communicated directly with client sys-
tem layer. In fact, it is the only application 
that interacts with the services imparted by 
cloud. The system layer at clients end or the 
client system layer totally dependent on the 
delivery models of cloud computing only if 
the correct evidence of crime needs to be ex-
tracted. Hence, the delivery models need to 
be governed by service providers and no al-
teration should be allowed or accepted from 
client end. 

8.4 In-volatile Data: Although virtual Iaas model 
do not hold persistent storage of the infor-
mation. For instance AWS EC2 cloud instance, 
all volatile data get lost if that instance is 
shut down or if it is rebooted. To overcome 
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such situation where, sensitive data can be 
deleted by the user. The Cloud Service Pro-
vider makes use of in volatile technique for 
all sort of sensitive, fragile data. The cloud 

environment should provide verification pro-
cess that does not allow the client to verify 
the fragile data stored on Virtual Machine 
and cannot delete it exhaustively.

Fig. 6 (Cloud Forensic approach)

9. Digital Evidence

Digital evidence can be defined, “information 
or data of vital use that has develop through 
some digital medium”.

The digital evidence may involve files store, 
memory data, virtual memory data in form vid-
eos or snap shots etc transferred over some net-
work [2].

9.1 Characteristics of digital evidence:
 i. Quality evidence: whatever is the data 

that has been gathered through digi-
tal medium, but it is acceptable if and 
only if, it hold some quality standard 
according to requirement of court.

 ii. Crime depicter: the evidence should 
be clearly describing the crime con-
ducted; there should not be any rest 
of manipulation in evidence.
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 iii. Vast no. of suspects: the server in the 
network has been used by multiple 
users due to which there are several 
suspects.

 iv. Original products: rebooting process 
may manipulate the evidence & dis-
turb the authentication of the data.

Digital evidence must fulfill the characteris-
tics mention above along with which it should 
also follow the legal requirement that are neces-
sary:-

 i. Complete: the evidence should not 
lack features that put a question 
over completion of evidence also; it 
should be complete enough to guilt 
the criminal.

 ii. Authenticated: the evidence used 
should be original without any 
sort of amendment made from 
investigator`s end.

 iii. Integrity: whatever data or evidence 
provided by investigator should con-
sist of necessary information to that 
the governing body can rely on it 
without any doubt.

 iv. Admissible-the evidence collected 
must have followed the legal & legis-
lative procedure.

 v. True: whatever is the data or evi-
dence gathered it should be enough 
to convince the authorities.

9.2 Issue with Digital evidences:
 i. The only drawback with digital evi-

dence is that it involves both logical 
and physical construction. [2]

 ii. The data in which is an evidence is 
stored in some physical content (me-
dia storage) [2]

 iii. The physical content must is forms of 
blocks [2]

 iv. The overall data or content is gather-
ing together at logical content.

 v. Due to which at the time of investiga-
tion both physical as well as logical 
construct need to be go through si-
multaneously.

9.3 Need for Dynamic Evidence:
The evidence gathered, if been static evi-

dence, are alone not acceptable by the authority 
as a full proof evidence. With a matter of fact 
evidence required are the collection of related 
facts that are collectively on whole alter the digi-
tal environment in which the crime happened. 
Computer forensic is actually not termed as sci-
ence but is termed as interest of creation or art 
in simpler words. Computer forensic focuses on 
altering the whole event with the evidence which 
is available to the investigator. Though the pro-
cess is time consuming in real time because it re-
quires first, working individually on every event, 
then integrating these events and again working 
on this respective integration, which was actu-
ally a time acquiring process.

To overcome this issue the concept of time 
lining was evolved [2].

Fig. 7, [2] (time line technique)
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10. SIX stages Model for procedure:

Fig. 8, [2](Six stage model for forensic evidence)

Procedure:
Along with digital evidence, computer foren-

sic investigation also involves the procedure 
with respect to the model process. The proce-
dure or model process involves the fundamental 
steps need to follow to obtain a complete inves-
tigation. This involves the theoretical as well as 
practical feature of an investigation procedure.

The Association of Chief Police Officer (ACPO) 
guidelines for computer investigations & elec-

tronic evidence [2] is a complete documenta-
tion which reveals the accurate procedure that 
should be followed with the evidence when as-
sociated with computer & digital evidence.

The guidelines also follow certain principles to 
prove that the evidences are reliable and can be 
accepted in court for further procedure. The pro-
cedure is followed to maintain the integrity of 
the document. It is useful for the investigation 
of the case accordingly.

Fig. 9[2] (Principle of legal evidences)

11. Involvement of Cloud in Forensic

The uses of abundant computing resource 
are in era due to which the maximal crime inci-

dents occur with the hi-tech approach and due to 
which the crime rate is increasing rapidly in the 
world. In the country about 82 percent own their
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Mobile phones while 73% population in UK 
has their own mobile phones [3]. The estimation 
reveals that 6 out of crime commits are mobile 
phones which include almost every sort of crime, 
roads accident, murder etc.

Cloud computing is the major step of devel-
opment and it is actually a huge where almost all 
the IT companies are falling in. however, where 
it comes to forensic cloud computing is a mat-
ter of doubt for implementation. Though cloud 
computing has in valued the issue of security & 
the major of security in an important issue to 
its environment as it hold numerous data & in-
formation of end-users the security is the major 
aspect to think ever. Due to security issue only 
cloud computing is forensic has got a setback. 
Individual to organizations one can afford to 
have an insecure environment to work with is. 
They do not want any unauthorized access to 
their data in any situation. Due to which cloud 
computing investigation need to go through its 
development phase again to get implemented is 
computer forensic & sustain its value in it.

Virtualization for computer forensic:-

Virtualization is a technique where there sin-
gle operating system is installed on a physical 
system virtually. The main advantage of virtual-
ization is that with is cloud many resources can 
be virtual: server, storage capacity software plat-
form network infrastructure etc.

This concept is implemented through VM 
where & citrixxenserver [2].

Virtual machines provide a user with several 
advantages for instance VM ware provide snap-
shot facility[2], which provide the picture of sys-
tem after interval at the time of snapshot. This 
provides computer for the picture of an image 
in the system hard disk that comprises of infor-
mation of hard disc, VM ware configuration and 
BIOS configuration [2]. There are various snap-
shot files that collected in the content but even 
on whole the VM source is questionable. That is 
because there are changes in VM ambiance when 
VM image is booted into new ambiance that al-
ters the original data.

12. Merits of cloud computing

 i. Centralized data availability, data 
available in all places provide the fo-
rensic spontaneity and readiness

 ii. With infrastructures, a service vendor 
can construct and authenticated fo-
rensic server in the cloud.

 iii. The services n platform provided by 
cloud computing makes a mark able 
importance in forensic.

 iv. Availability of high storage capacity 
and maximum availability of 99.99% 
provides a great spontaneity to fo-
rensic investigators

 v. The job work could be made easier 
with the intense resource in the cloud

 vi. Additional inbuilt hash functions au-
thentication of disc images

 vii. Concept of virtualization, to decrease 
the cost of various recourses such as 
storage, software etc

 viii. Accessibility from anywhere

 ix. Manipulation of resources per uses 
requirement.

Adoption concerns:
Before adopting the concept & technology 

of cloud computing there are various con-
cerns about which a user always think off. 
Such issues are more in end users than in an 
enterprise. Concerns are:

1. Accessibility:
Providing a 100% availability is almost an 

impossible scenario until, we adopt an ex-
tremely availability platform technical archi-
tecture. For example in the end of January 
Wikipedia was unavailable for whole one day 
for the Intellectual property issue, blackberry 
services were unavailable for 24 hours in au-
gust 2011.

In such situations:
a. Enterprise should maintain a backup data.

b. Uses should keep desktop version so that 
they can work offline even when the cloud 
server is down.
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c. Major concern is, when the providers exhale 
the market or when they face problems in 
delivering the services.

2. Security & integrity:
Due to malicious user illegal act makes the 

data vulnerable to various attacks with a re-
sponse to which a provider should provide the 
latest update technical protection measures to 
the users. Enterprises pay for the support ser-
vices provided by providers, individual users are 
left on their own.

Vendors should provide support service to 
them too. In fact they should provide more user 
friendly cloud computing environment to such 
users.

3. Inter-operability:
It is a technique, by which the application of 

various service providers can be combined & can 
be deployed. This technique use to lack in 2008 
but now the concept has been taken into consid-
eration.

13. Conclusion

Cloud Computing is a technology that in-
volves the file assessment and processing of the 
files as per the requirement of the client. Foren-
sic is a technique in which the evidences col-
lected are verified. In whole when clouds com-
puting and forensic are interlinked that leads 

to Computer forensic. This technology collects 
the crime evidences that have been conducted 
through computers. This paper involves the defi-
nition of cloud computing along with forensic & 
its vivid types involved I computer forensic. Con-
cept of cloud computing is lacking somewhere 
in its security aspect due to which it is yet not 
prominently accepted in forensic branch. But its 
future scope might be efficiently effective in fo-
rensic era.
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